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Abstract
Low-power wireless networks are important technology for the Internet of Things. Consequently, protocols suitable for them constitute an active research area. The performance
of such protocols, in particular energy consumption, latency, and reliability, is strongly dependent on the lower-level medium access control (MAC) protocol that manages the radio
hardware. The aim of this work is thus to implement and evaluate a robust MAC protocol
for low-power wireless network stacks.
The contributions of the thesis are as follows. First, a design and implementation of a new
MAC protocol, called CherrySiMAC, is presented. CherrySiMAC is a sender-initiated radio
duty-cycled MAC protocol that exploits static-topology characteristics to synchronize communicating nodes and thus strongly reduce their energy consumption. Second, a simple MAC
protocol, called CherryBaseMAC, is also implemented as a baseline for evaluating CherrySiMAC. It supports only basic sending and receiving operations without radio duty-cycling and
node synchronization. Third, as the whip6 operating system, in which the implementations
have been done, already contains the CherryRiMAC protocol, a unified CherryMAC interface
is introduced to allow for selecting a MAC protocol implementation at compile time. Finally,
the performance of all three MAC protocols, CherrySiMAC, CherryRiMAC, and CherryBaseMAC, is compared experimentally on real hardware to demonstrate the advantages and
drawbacks of the solutions.
This work was conducted within the HENI project, which was supported by the National
Center for Research and Development (NCBR) in Poland under grant no. LIDER/434/L6/14/NCBR/2015 within the LIDER-VI program.
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IoT testbed, code execution tracking
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The phrase Internet of Things (IoT) became popular in the last decade. The idea of myriads of
devices embedded into physical objects, connected into a single network, and communicating
with each other, proposed in early 90’s [1], is now important for the global market. The
recent progress in technology of small chips, usually called System on a Chip (SoC), boosted
the realization of the IoT vision, providing the possibilities of building tiny devices, which
are inexpensive and accessible at a mass scale. Today, even a regular hobbyist can assemble
a small device, with a microcontroller, radio and different sensors, and connect it to the global
network. Even a low budget does not preclude building a small IoT system, for example, for
measure environmental conditions of some area. A typical topology of such a IoT system is
shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: A typical topology of an IoT system using low-power wireless network.
Usually, the system consists of a set of different battery-powered nodes that are distributed
over some area and communicate with each other over a radio protocol. Each node is also
coupled with some kind of sensors, like a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, or a light
sensor. Readings from the sensors are sent over the network to a so-called “edge device”, that
is connected to a tethered power supply and routes packets from the sensors to the Internet.
The data are typically stored in a data base or feed an analytic service that processes them
and presents higher-level observations on the status of the monitored area.
9

1.1. The HENI project
The HENI project [2], within which this thesis was conducted, aims to facilitate connecting
such devices to the Internet by delivering a new practical and scalable routing protocol for lowpower wireless networks, which form the fabric of IoT. Devices that constitute such networks
have extremely limited power consumption because they are usually battery-powered and
should not require any human intervention for long periods of time.
To evaluate protocols developed in the project, a special experimental setup was deployed:
a real-world IoT testbed consisting of 950 devices. Each device, node called CherryMote, is a
special hardware-software platform designed to facilitate deployment of application code on
an ultra low-power SoC, TI CC2650 [3], which is a dedicated solution for IoT devices. In
addition, a custom operating system, called whip6 [4], was developed as a fork of TinyOS [5],
a popular research platform for the low-power networks.

1.2. Communication in low-power wireless networks
One of greatest challenge in system development for low-power wireless devices is optimizing
communication. As an example, consider the TI CC2650 chip. According to its technical
specification [6], it consumes 0.003mA in sleep state, about 0.55mA in idle state, and about
1.5mA when its processor executes code. However, the power consumption raises up to 6mA
when the radio of the chip transmits frames or merely listens for them.
These values show that to maximize the time of operation of device based on such a SoC,
software has to be designed in a way that minimizes the time of radio usage. Therefore, the
software must aggressively control the radio duty cycle.
This is typically done at the medium access control (MAC) layer. The layer is responsible
for the management of a device’s access to the communication medium, in our case, the radio
frequency channel, and hence can in addition manage radio activity.
MAC protocols for low-power wireless networks can be synchronous or asynchronous.
Here, we are mainly interested in the latter class. The class can be further divided into two
groups. Sender-initiated (SI-MAC) protocols are those where a node that wants to send a data
frame begins a transmission. The second group comprises protocols in which a data frame
exchange is initiated by a node that wants to receive data (RI-MAC). A detailed discussion
of these two approaches is provided in Chapter 2.
At the time of commencing the presented research, the network stack of whip6 did not
have any implementation of a MAC protocol for the CC2650 SoC that would be proved as
reliable and efficient. The simplest way to send data was using the CC2650 radio directly
from application code. There were also two implementation of MAC protocols. First, the
X-MAC [7] protocol implementation was believed as operational, but the code still contained
a lot of TODO tags. Second, a more promising implementation of a MAC protocol was
CherryRiMAC [8], which is a receiver-initiated protocol specifically designed for the HENI
project. However, that implementation had not been tested at a large scale. The lack of a
reliable protocol meeting the particular requirements of the project motivated this work on a
new MAC protocol implementation.

1.3. Contribution
The main goal of this thesis is to provide a complementary MAC protocol, a sender-initiated
one, that can be used in experiments conducted in the HENI project. The contributions of
the thesis are as follows.
10

First, the thesis discusses a design of a new MAC protocol for the whip6 network stack,
called CherrySiMAC. It is a counterpart of CherryRiMAC, implementing features that
can be leveraged by HENI’s routing protocol, like neighbors’ phase awareness, best-effort
broadcasting and broadcast frame chaining.
Second, the thesis also provides a design of a simple MAC protocol, called CherryBaseMAC. It was meant as a baseline for the evaluation of the various protocols. It incorporates no radio duty cycling, just medium access control.
Third, the thesis introduces implementations of the aforementioned MAC protocols: CherrySiMAC and CherryBaseMAC. They follow a common unified interface for the CherryMAC
family of MAC protocols, which is yet another contribution of the thesis. Thanks to the unified CherryMAC interface, one is able to select a particular MAC implementation at compile
time. Since no changes in application code are needed, experiments can easily be performed
for each implementation. The code of implementations was written to run on the TI CC2650
chip, and hence exploits some of the chip’s features, like separate radio command queues, to
make the protocol reliable and efficient.
The final contribution of the thesis is an evaluation of the CherryMAC family of protocols
on CherryMote devices.
The evaluation has shown that the CherrySiMAC implementation fulfills all requirements
of low-power wireless networks and performs well in a wide range of different conditions
providing a reliable communication between nodes.

1.4. Thesis organization
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 presents an overview of
MAC protocols for low-power wireless devices. Chapter 3 introduces the CherryMote platform
and special features of the TI CC2650 chip. In Chapter 4, the family of CherryMAC protocols is presented, with a focus on CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC. Chapter 5 presents
implementation details of the new protocols. Chapter 6 describes the experimental setup,
introduces evaluation metrics and experimental scenarios, followed by a discussion of the experimental results. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a summary and proposes work that may be
done in the future.
The work presented in this thesis was conducted within the HENI project, which was
supported by the National Center for Research and Development (NCBR) in Poland under
grant no. LIDER/434/L6/14/NCBR/2015 within the LIDER-VI program.
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Chapter 2

Link-layer protocols for low-power
wireless networks
In this chapter, general information regarding the data-link layer of a network stack is presented. Constraints for this layer are discussed which are due to limited a hardware energy
budget properties of low-power wireless devices. Then, different approaches to duty-cycled
link-layer communication are presented along with a survey of related work in this field.

2.1. Medium access control
A typical network stack consists of several layers (see Figure 2.1). A medium access control
(MAC) protocol is a part of the data-link layer, which is usually the lowest layer implemented
in software, often being tightly coupled with the underlying physical layer.

Figure 2.1: A typical network stack.
As this is typically the major problem at the data-link layer, the layer is often referred to as
the MAC layer. The data-link layer is responsible for direct communication between devices.
It defines the format of the base transmission unit: a frame. It uses primitives provided by
the physical layer to transmit and receive raw bits over a physical medium and to monitor the
carrier state. The latter may be used to implement collision-detection or collision-avoidance
algorithms, which can facilitate arbitration of an access to the medium. The layer can also
implement frame error detection and frame retransmission. However, it typically does not
send or receive frames on its own but only provides primitives for upper layers to send their
data encapsulated in MAC frames.
13

2.2. Constraints of low-power wireless devices
To better explain problems that arise when talking about low-power wireless devices as well
as to introduce a basic nomenclature, consider a simple setup of two wireless devices: (nodes)
N1 and N2 (see Figure 2.2). The red and blue circles depicted in the figure represent the
radio ranges of the nodes. Nodes that are in the radio range of a particular node are called
the neighbors of this node.
The radio range depends mainly on the wireless technology used, transmission power,
which may be regulated in software on some platforms, and on the nearest environment of the
communicating nodes, like walls or other obstacles. In this example nodes N1 and N2 have
different radio ranges but they “see” each other. It is important to realize that a relation of
being a neighbor is not symmetric. It also may happen that node N1 is not in the range of
N2 but N1 is able to send a frame to node N2.

Figure 2.2: Radio ranges of two wireless devices.
Now consider the following scenario. Node N1 performs some measurements at a random
moment of each 5-second interval and it wants to send the measurements to N2. Forgetting for
a moment about power consumption restrictions, a basic approach to deliver the data would
be as follows (Figure 2.3). Both nodes keep their radios always turned on. Once node N1 has
data to send, it encapsulates the data into a MAC data frame and starts a transmission.
The frame is delivered immediately since node N2 is always listening for incoming frames.
After the successful reception, N2 sends a special acknowledgement frame (ACK frame)
back to notify N1 that the data has been received.

Figure 2.3: Example of basic communication.
If we assume concrete hardware for the nodes, we can estimate their operation time. For
example, suppose that TI CC2650 chip is used as the core of the nodes and it is powered from
a battery with a capacity of 2600mAh. As it was mentioned in previous chapter, the chip
consumes about 6mA when the radio is receiving (RX) or transmitting (TX) a frame. To
find the estimated upper-bound for operation time, it is enough to divide 2600mAh by 6mA
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which gives approximately 433 hours, that is, only 18 days of operation. The real time, in
fact, would be shorter because no CPU current consumption or other leakage currents were
taken into account. The result of 18 days is not satisfactory in case of device which should
operate at least for a months without any human intervention. This example shows that a
device designed to be battery powered must implement special radio management algorithms
which keep the most power-hungry component, its radio, off until it is required to send or
receive a frame. This is called radio duty-cycling.
Now, let us modify the previous example and apply duty-cycling to the nodes.
First, the sender, which gathers data and sends them in a frame once in every 5-second
interval, will keep its radio off until there is data to send. If there is a data frame to be sent,
radio transmits the data frame, and waits for an ACK frame. We can safely assume that
sending a data frame and listening for an ACK frame lasts no more than 5ms each. However,
if no ACK frame is received, the sender repeats the procedure until an ACK frame is received.
The period from starting the transmission to “meeting” the receiver is called rendezvous
time.
To save energy, the receiver, in turn, operates in 5-second intervals. At the beginning of
each interval, it wakes up for 20ms and listens for incoming frames. This period of time is
enough to ensure that the node will receive a frame if the sender transmits one.
An attempt to deliver data from node N1 to N2 with duty-cycling is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The power consumption of the receiver decreases. Now, the receiver wakes up for
at most 20ms every 5 seconds, which gives a duty-cycle of 0.4%. This means that the estimated operation time increases to more than 10 years. However, the sender, which wakes up
randomly within a 5-second interval, has to keep its radio on for a long time and transmit a
data frame potentially many times. The mean rendezvous time (< tr >) in this case equals
to T /2 which is 2.5s. This means that we reduced the average power consumption by half,
and hence the operation time of the sender is now approximately 36 days.

Figure 2.4: Basic approach to delivery of a data from from node N1 to N2 incorporating radio
duty-cycling.
This example shows that such a method of radio duty-cycling only is not enough to
implement a MAC protocol that meets low-power networking requirements. One of the main
problems that has to be solved is reducing the expected rendezvous time because during that
period a sender wastes a lot of energy. Multiple solutions to this problem have been proposed.
In particular, if nodes in a network are static, one can introduce neighbors’ phase awareness,
where a sender is able to estimate the next wake-up time of its neighbors. Such an approach is
used in existing protocols, like WiseMAC [9] and CherryRiMAC [8]. Another interesting idea
of minimizing rendezvous time was proposed in SOFA MAC [10], a MAC protocol designed
specifically for high density and non-static networks. It introduces so-called opportunistic
anycast, where a sender probes a channel and sends data to the first node it meets.
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2.3. Synchronous and asynchronous duty-cycled MAC protocols
As shown in the previous section, low-power wireless networks require aggressive radio dutycycle control to reduce power consumption. Introducing duty-cycling implies that a MAC
protocol has to perform extra work to enabling senders to meet their neighbor’s radio activity
periods. Two general approaches to this problem are taken: synchronous and asynchronous.
The synchronous approach is shown in Figure 2.5: nodes in their radio ranges wake up
according to some pattern. This, however, requires sophisticated synchronization algorithms
between them. Additionally, synchronization frames may introduce extra overhead on transmitted data. Code complexity also significantly increases. This approach is represented, for
instance, by S-MAC [11], T-MAC [12] and 6TSCH [13].

Figure 2.5: Synchronized wake-ups of nodes.
An opposite asynchronous approach is presented in Figure 2.6: nodes wake up independently. It is thus simpler to implement but to be practical, some extra assumptions have to
be made during the design process. Depending on such assumptions the solutions may be
optimized to satisfy particular performance metrics. Existing protocols, like WiseMAC [9],
BMAC [14] and CherryRiMAC [8], exploit a static topology by introducing phase awareness
of nodes’ neighbors and assuming additionally that wake-up periods are fixed for each node.

Figure 2.6: Asynchronous wake-ups of nodes.

2.4. Sender- and Receiver-initiated MAC protocols
Since in asynchronous MAC protocols, before data exchange can be performed, devices have
to first probe the communication medium in order to find neighbors, this class can be further
divided into two general subclasses: sender- and receiver-initiated protocols.
A sender-initiated MAC (SI-MAC) requires that a sender initiates a transmission when
it has a data frame to send. In fact this approach was used in the examples in Section
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2.2. In a basic implementation, the sender can start sending a data frame and wait for an
acknowledgement (ACK) frame (see Figure 2.7). If no ACK frame is received, the sender
repeats the process. When a receiver wakes up and receives a data frame, it sends back an
ACK frame. As it was shown, this simple version consumes too much energy, though, because
the sender needs to “catch” the receiver. However, introducing neighbor phase awareness, like
in WiseMAC [9], can dramatically reduce the wasted energy, allowing the sender to start a
data frame transmission at the moment when the receiver’s radio is already on.

Figure 2.7: SI-MAC - communication example.
A receiver-initiated MAC protocol (RI-MAC), in turn, seems to be counter-intuitive: how
can a receiver initiate a data frame transmission? However, it turns out that the simplest
approach here may consume less energy than the basic SI-MAC approach. In RI-MAC, a
data frame transmission process is as follows (see Figure 2.8). A receiver operates on its own
schedule, periodically waking up and sending a special beacon frame with its address and
then listening for a while for incoming frame transmissions. When it receives no frame in
this time, it goes back to sleep. In turn, if a sender wants to send a data frame, it turns
on its radio and listens for incoming beacons. If a received beacon’s source address matches
the destination address of a data frame, the sender sends the frame and waits for an ACK
frame from the receiver. An advantage of the receiver-initiated approach is that only passive
listening is required to detect neighbors and join the network, and not control transmissions,
which occupy the channel, possibly preventing other, more useful data transmission. The
existing implementation of CherryRiMAC [8] and an alternative RI-MAC [15] represent this
approach. In addition, thanks to phase awareness, CherryRiMAC minimizes the time that
the sender has to spend on listening for incoming beacons.

Figure 2.8: RI-MAC - communication example
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Chapter 3

Target platform
In the previous chapter, general requirements for MAC protocols for low-power wireless networks were presented, along with different approaches to their design. Although there exist
standards designed for different classes of wireless devices, none of them sufficiently emphasizes energy constraints. Even a special standards, like IEEE 802.15.4 [16] for low-rate and
low-power private wireless networks, seem to be too complex, despite of the fact that it was
developed with limited resources in mind. However, the upside is that, as IEEE 802.15.4 is
commonly known and well established, the support for it may be implemented already in
SoCs’ hardware and firmware. Therefore, the main processor may be offloaded, and part of
its work can be done by other pieces of hardware. This is an important feature of the target
device used in this work and is thus described in this chapter.

3.1. Integrated solutions for IoT applications
As stated in the introduction, nowadays, if someone wants to build an IoT system, there
are many chips available in the market that are dedicated for such applications. Almost
all of them are small, low-power circuits whose CPU core is usually based on one of ARM
processor architectures, like Cortex-M3 or Cortex-M33 in newer chips. Those chips have also
a considerable amount of flash memory for CPU instructions and a reasonable amount of
RAM, which is enough to handle advanced applications.
A key feature of all such SoCs is also hardware and firmware support for radio operations.
The chips often contain separate radio subsystems which have their own lower-grade processors
to handle all radio operations and act as an interface for the CPU to the radio hardware,
thereby creating a specific hardware abstraction layer.
A chip may support one or more different communication standards, and some of them
contain even ready to use communication stacks like, ESP32 [17] or ESP8266 [18], which are
popular and cheap WiFi SoCs. Other strongly supported standards are Bluetooth [19] and
IEEE 802.15.4 [16].
Beside hardware features, often a deciding factor when making a decision whether a particular chip should be used in a project may be the availability of different software resources
provided by chip vendors. For instance, some of the most popular IoT chip vendors, like
Texas Instruments, Nordic Semiconductor, or STMicroelectronics provide tools, sample code,
drivers, or even ready to use network stacks, implementing basic primitives for TCP/IP-based
communication.
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3.2. Overview of TI CC2650
In this work, the target chip is CC2650 from Texas Instruments. It had been selected at the
beginning of the HENI project, before this work started. Its block diagram is presented in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of TI CC2650 chip [20].
The chip contains three processing cores. The main core is based on the ARM Cortex-M3
architecture and operates at a speed of 48MHz. This core executes a user application, which
should fit in 128KB of flash memory and has access to 20KB of RAM memory.
The second processor belongs to the radio subsystem called RFCore and uses the ARM
Cortex-M0 architecture. It has its own independent 4KB block of RAM and controls sophisticated radio hardware, as such a convenient interface for the CPU. The radio subsystem
implements some support for both IEEE 802.15.4 and Bluetooth standards but also provides
a so-called proprietary mode, which offers a flexible control over MAC frames.
The last processor is a small proprietary core called sensor controller. This low-power core
operates in a separate domain and can control different peripherals, like serial communication,
or request analog-to-digital conversions, while the main core is suspended. It is also equipped
with its own 2KB RAM.
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3.3. Radio subsystem
The connections between the radio subsystem (RFCore) and the CPU are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Connections between the CPU and radio subsystem [20].

An important feature of this architecture is that the system domain bus and the radio
domain bus are connected by an L1-L2 bus bridge. This allows the RFCore to access data and
configuration parameters from the system RAM. For instance, the RFCore can read command
structures or frame payloads directly from there. If the radio receives a frame, the frame can
be also directly transferred to the system RAM. The radio part can also operate when the
system domain is suspended. It may read data stored earlier in the radio RAM and save
incoming data there as well.
The RFCore provides to the CPU a high-level command-based application program interface (API) to handle involved radio operations. Communication between an application and
the RFCore firmware is done through a set of dedicated registers and interrupts, called Radio
Doorbell or Command and Packet Engine (CPE).
Two 32-bit registers, CMDR and CMDSTA, are used to communicate with the RFCore.
To send a command, the CPU writes a word to the CMDR register. CMDSTA is a read-only
register and provides a status back from the radio subsystem.
To enable efficient event-driven radio handling by the CPU, four hardware interrupts are
routed to the main core. The first two, RF_CPE0 and RF_CPE1, are programmable systemlevel interrupts, which may signal many CPE events, like a command execution finish or a
frame reception. RF_HW interrupt may be used to handle low-level RFCore interrupts, like
the radio timer interrupts. The last interrupt is RF_CMD_ACK, which is raised when a
next command can be issued to CMDR and a previous command status is available in the
CMDSTA register.
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3.4. Command scheduling
The radio subsystem can accept three kind of commands from the CPU through the CMDR
register. These are: radio operation command, immediate command, and direct command.
The format of the CMDR register is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: CMDR register format for: radio operation and immediate command (top), direct
command (bottom).
The radio operation and immediate commands are specified by using a special command
object stored in memory, whose structure will be shown shortly. To issue these commands, an
application has to write a valid word-aligned address to the CMDR register. Therefore, two
least significant bits (LSB) are zeros. The radio subsystem automatically parses the structure
and if the command is valid, depending on its type, either submits it for execution, in case
of a radio operation command, or executes it immediately in case of an immediate command.
When the command has finished, the RFCore puts the result in the CMDSTA register.
The radio subsystem can also take a direct command, that is, an immediate command
with no or short optional parameters. These are, for instance, ping, stop, or abort commands.
This high-level, command-based abstraction of controlling the radio gives a lot of flexibility.
A base command structure is described in Table 3.1.
Bytes
0:1
2:3
4:7
8:11
12
13

Field
Command ID
Command Status
Next Operation Pointer
Start Time
Start Trigger Type
Next Operation Condition

Table 3.1: Base command structure.
Each command structure contains a Command ID that identifies the command type.
Depending on it, the command structure may have more than 14 bytes. The Command
Status field contains the current status of the command during its execution. The Next
Operation Pointer is a valid address to the next command structure that should be executed
if the condition defined in the Next Operation Condition field is fulfilled. Additional fields,
that is, Start Time and Start Trigger Type, can be used to set precisely when the radio should
start the execution with sub-microsecond resolution.
A simple control of radio may be done by issuing commands one by one. A more advanced
and efficient way of programming the radio is by using command chains. Beside parameters
like Start Time, Start Trigger Type or Next Operation Condition, which allow also to skip
some commands in the chain depending on the command result, the chain can contain control
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commands like counters or counters with branch that can create a form of a loop. This allows
for creating a high-level program for the radio that can be able to handle many time-critical
and specialized tasks offloading the CPU.
The differences between these two methods of controlling the radio are illustrated in
Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Controlling the radio by issuing commands one by one (top) and with command
chain (bottom).
The white color on the CPU axis represents the user application’s processing time. The
yellow color represents the time spent on controlling the radio and other network stack operations, like issuing commands or analyzing and preparing frames.
In the simplest form, the CPU issues a single command (solid line arrows) and eventually
receives an interrupt when the corresponding radio operation has finished (dotted arrows).
However, when a MAC protocol is heavily loaded or tightly synchronized, many time-critical
operations have to handled. Therefore, issuing commands one-by-one may result in long delays between subsequent commands, which are wasting time after accessing a communication
channel. Forming a chain of commands allows for performing, for instance, a carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance algorithm (CSMA-CA) to access the communication
channel and then immediately start a frame transmission (see the bottom picture in Figure 3.4). The difference in time between these two ways of controlling the radio may be
on the order of tens of microseconds, which seems not much, but in cases where there are
many concurrent nodes accessing the communication channel, each microsecond counts. Consequently, offloading the CPU is not the only reason why using the hardware support from
the radio processor is important. However, implementing fully automated radio control may
also increase code complexity and, last but not least, not all operations utilized by a MAC
protocol need to be supported in hardware.
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3.5. Overview of the whip6 operating system
The whip6 operating system [4] has been developed by the InviNets company [21] with contributions from the HENI project members to its open-source part. It is a fork of a popular
operating system for network embedded devices: TinyOS [5].

3.5.1. The nesC language
The whip6 operating system is written mostly in the nesC programming language [22]. NesC
is an extension of the C language, which enforces modular code structure through interfaces,
components, and their configurations (wirings). Each component can use or provide a specified
interface, and interfaces are the only way for components to communicate.
An interface can define commands and events. The language is oriented to easily implement event-driven applications and create split-phase interfaces. A split-phase programming
is when we call a command to issue a task, and the return value informs only whether the task
has been issued successfully. The result of the task execution returns to the component by a
signal, which is just a callback function and the component has to implement a handler for
it. An illustration of a split-phase interface and inter-component communication is presented
in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Example of inter-component communication in nesC.
The ISender interface defines command sendMsg and event sendingFinished. The command starts a task that handles a message transmission. It returns an error code that informs
whether the command has been accepted for execution. The sending procedure is implemented
in the radio component. Therefore, it provides the ISender interface and the sendMsg command is implemented in that module. When the transmission is finished, the radio signals
the sendingFinished event. The body of the callback function is implemented in the Application component, because it must handle the event of the finished transmission.

3.5.2. Execution model
The execution model in the nesC language is based on tasks. A task is just a function that
is run to completion and it can be “posted” from any other part of the code. Posting a task
means adding it to the group of tasks to execute. A scheduler can choose for execution any
task from this group. Once a task is selected, it is removed from the group and executed.
When the active task is done, the execution returns to the scheduler which can select another
task. Tasks cannot preempt each other. Therefore, there is no concurrency between different
tasks. A task thus represents a thread context of a microprocessor that a system is running
on. In this work, this context is called a task context.
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Since a real system has to deal with real-world phenomena, it has to handle many different
hardware interrupts. Therefore, nesC introduces also asynchronous events. The definition of
such an event is preceded with the async keyword. An asynchronous event that is invoked
directly by the hardware interrupt has to handle the interrupt, but it can also signal other
asynchronous events or post tasks. Since asynchronous events are executed in an interrupt
context, they can preempt tasks. However, asynchronous events cannot preempt each other.
The nesC language provides also a synchronization mechanism that allows to protect a
critical section created in a task context from asynchronous events triggered by interrupts.
The mechanism boils down to placing critical code inside a block statement preceded by the
atomic keyword.

3.5.3. Operating system structure
The whip6 operating system is a collection of many different components wired together. Its
general structure is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: The whip6 operating system stack.
An application written in whip6 is a top level component. It normally only uses some
of the interfaces provided by the operating system. System libraries provide high-level operations, like controlling the radio, setting the state of some abstract outputs, or performing
operations on a serial device. These components are hardware-independent. Finally, the
system also contains platform-dependent code, which provides a hardware abstraction layer
(HAL). The platform code is divided into code that is responsible for hardware description
and configuration of particular boards and code that is a set of drivers for different SoC’s
peripherals or external parts.

3.6. Summary
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, a proceeding standardization, technical development, and popularity of the “connected things” vision have led us to a situation when it is
easy to assemble a custom IoT system. There are many SoCs available on the market that
provide hardware and firmware support for standards like IEEE 802.15.4 and Bluetooth. One
of them is TI’s CC2650, which is the target platform in the HENI project. Its radio subsystem
can be controlled by the CPU using a high-level command-based API, and it is well suited
for energy-constrained IoT applications. Beside the features mentioned in the previous paragraphs, TI’s CC2650 provides support also for reception and transmission queues, memory
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pattern matching, channel energy detection, source address matching, frame filtering, CRC
calculation, MAC footer appending, and automated timestamping of received and transmitted
frames. Using this SoC thus gives a lot of possibilities when implementing a low-power and
efficient MAC protocol. The whip6 operating system, in turn, enforces a modular architecture that helps better organizing code and increases its reusability. The MAC protocol logic
encapsulated into a component may thus be used on different platforms.
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Chapter 4

Developed MAC protocols
In this chapter, the design of the CherryMAC protocol family is presented. At the beginning,
the knowledge about timers and time measurement using a digital circuit is reminded. Then,
CherryBaseMAC is described, which is the simplest MAC protocol we developed to be used
as a baseline in experiments. It is followed by a design description of CherrySiMAC, which is
the main contribution of this thesis.

4.1. Time measurement and its notation
For a better understanding of the following sections, where we talk about time, time intervals
measured by nodes, or node synchronization and time estimation of some events on different
nodes, it is important to recall how digital circuits measure time and how the measurements
are processed in computations by a CPU.
When we think about the time, we often refer to a high-level abstraction: some continuous
variable t. However, this abstraction is not valid in the digital world, because here everything
has a finite precision. Digital electronics uses timers to measure time (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Time measurements using a digital timer.
A hardware timer is a device that is sourced with a square wave signal with a well-defined
frequency f . In this example, the signal goes to the CLK pin. The RST pin may be used to
reset the timer. Internally, the timer uses a register to count periods of an external clock that
is a source of the square wave. Since the timer measures only the number of oscillations, it
has a limited resolution. A single tick duration, qf , is defined by the frequency, f , as qf = f1 ,
and it is the shortest measurable interval.
With each tick qf , the value of counter, Q, is incremented, usually at the rising edge of
the input signal. Once the value of Q reaches its limit defined by the width in bits of the
internal register, the counter overflows. Its value drops to zero and the OVF pin is set for a
single cycle to signal the overflow to the rest of the system.
A microprocessor uses such timers to measure time and intervals. Usually, the system
running on the chip implements many software timers that are sourced from hardware ones
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and may be used by different tasks. Since the software implementation introduces additional
overheads, such timers have a lower resolution.
It is important to differentiate between time and duration in the physical sense from their
digital representation. Therefore, the following notation is introduced (Table 4.1).
Notation
f
qf
qX
t, t(A)
X
t , tX (A)
t̂X , t̂X (A)
T , T (I)
T̂ (I), Iˆ
ˆ
T X (I)

Meaning
A timer’s frequency
A single tick duration of a timer running with a frequency f
A single tick duration of node’s X timer
Time, time at moment A
Time measured by node X, time measured by node X at moment A
Node’s X timer values at tX and tX (A)
A duration, the duration of interval I
Interval I expressed in timer ticks (the domain should be deductible from the context)
The duration corresponding to Iˆ ticks of node X’s timer

Table 4.1: The notation used to express measurements of a time and duration with timers.
When saying that node’s X timer measured or waited a duration of interval I, T (I), it
means that the difference between timer’s counter states, at the end and at the beginning of
ˆ Therefore, thinking about physical interval I, we should
I, equals to T̂ X (I) (or simply I).
ˆ which,
keep in mind that, in fact, we are thinking about timer’s approximation of I, T X (I),
in turn, satisfies:
ˆ = T̂ X (I) × q X = Iˆ × q X
T X (I)
(4.1)
The same applies when considering the time of some moment A, denoted as t(A), or just
‘moment A’, in node X’s frame of reference. It corresponds to the timer’s counter value,
t̂X (A), and the approximate time of A is:
tX (A) = t̂X (A) × q X

(4.2)

4.2. CherryBaseMAC
CherryBaseMAC is a basic MAC protocol that provides only the most essential functionalities
to exchange data frames between nodes with little concern about energy efficiency.
To start receiving or transmitting, a frame buffer has to be passed from higher-level
software to the MAC layer. It is also possible that the frame buffer is passed along with an
object that contains parameters for the reception and transmission procedures.
An example of unicast data frame sending is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: CherryBaseMAC: a unicast data frame transmission.
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On the receiver’s side, R, as soon as the reception queue becomes nonempty (i.e., at least
one buffer for incoming frames is provided), the radio is powered on and starts listening for
frames (moment A). When the node eventually receives a valid data frame (moment B), it
sends an ACK frame back to the sender, and the radio is turned off when the ACK transmission
is finished (moment C), even if there is another data frame buffer in the reception queue. As
soon as the CPU finishes computations on the frame, the processor context is back in the MAC
code, and there are buffers available, listening for incoming frames is resumed (moment D).
By default, if no options are passed along with the frame buffer to the MAC layer, the
radio waits until a next frame is received. However, it is possible to set the value of a listening
timeout. After that time, if no frame has been received, the radio is stopped and the frame
buffer is returned to the higher-level software.
A data frame transmission in CherryBaseMAC is in turn as follows. Once the transmission queue becomes nonempty, the radio is powered on and starts performing a CSMA-CA
algorithm (moment E). The CSMA-CA procedure monitors the communication channel and
tries to find a moment, when the channel is free. If CSMA-CA finishes successfully, a data
frame transmission is started (moment F). When the transmission is finished, the radio is
kept on and listens for an incoming ACK frame (moment G). When the ACK frame has been
received, the radio is switched off (moment H).
In contrast, if no ACK frame is received in a time window, Tack , defined by the MAC layer
after a data frame transmission (see Figure 4.3, interval A-B), the sending node decrements its
internal counter of frame retransmissions, r, waits for a time, Tnoack , defined in a MAC layer
configuration (interval B-C in Figure 4.3), and starts the sending procedure again (moment
C). The node stops on a successful reception of an ACK frame, like in the previous example
from Figure 4.2, or eventually, when the internal retransmission counter r reaches zero after
an ACK frame reception failure (moment D in Figure 4.3). Then, the frame buffer is returned
to the caller with information that no ACK frame has been received. The default initial
value for the retransmission counter can be changed by setting a parameter in the frame
option object that was passed along with the data frame to the MAC layer from higher-level
software.

Figure 4.3: A CherryBaseMAC unicast sending: the retransmission counter exceeded due to
a lack of ACK frame reception.
The execution of the CSMA-CA procedure before a data frame transmission can be omitted by setting an appropriate parameter in the frame options object. Figure 4.4 shows how a
data frame is sent when CSMA-CA is switched off (note the absence of ‘C’ intervals).
Once a node wants to send a data frame, it turns on the radio and starts transmitting
a data frame immediately (moment A). When it ends, the node waits for an incoming ACK
frame (interval B-C). If no ACK frame is received, the node waits a while (interval C-D)
and transmits the data frame again (moment D), until the retransmission counter limit is
reached or the ACK frame is eventually received (moment E). It is recommended not to turn
carrier sensing off. Ideally, it may be off only when we are sure that there is a low number of
concurrently transmitting nodes, and synchronization between them does not occur.
If a collision avoidance check is positive, it also may happen that the communication
channel is occupied by an another sender, especially when there are many contending nodes
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Figure 4.4: A CherryBaseMAC unicast sending without the CSMA-CA.
in the radio range. In such a case, the CSMA-CA procedure fails (see Figure 4.5, moment
A) and the MAC layer decrements the internal retransmission counter. If the counter limit
has not dropped to zero yet, the node waits for the time Tbusy (interval A-B), defined in the
MAC layer configuration that can be tuned in compile time. This delay is introduced to allow
others for finishing their transmissions before the node will try to access the communication
channel again. When the counter is zero after a next CSMA-CA failure, the frame is returned
to the higher-level software with information that the channel is busy (moment C).

Figure 4.5: A CherryBaseMAC unicast - a busy channel example.
Broadcasting a data frame in CherryBaseMAC follows the same rules as a unicast transmission, but a reception of the broadcast frame does not trigger sending an ACK frame back
to the broadcaster. An example of data frame broadcasting is presented in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: A CherryBaseMAC broadcasting example.
Once there is any data frame to be broadcast, node S powers on its radio and the collision
avoidance procedure is started (moment A). Then, if the communication channel is accessed,
the data frame transmission starts (moment B). When the transmission ends, the frame buffer
is returned to the higher-level software with information that the frame broadcasting finished
with success and the radio is turned off (moment C).
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When there is a next data frame in the transmission queue, the procedure starts again:
the radio is turned on, CSMA-CA is activated (moment D), and the data frame is transmitted (moment E). If the data frame is received by another node, both turn off their radios
(moment F) and wait for next actions.
In case when the collision avoidance procedure starts (moment G) on the next data frame
transmission and fails (moment H) due to an increased energy level on the communication
channel, the node waits (interval H-I) and starts the CSMA-CA procedure again (moment I).
After accessing the medium (moment J), the transmission is started. Once it is finished, the
data frame is returned to the higher-level software and the radio is turned off (moment K).
Since broadcasting follows the same rules as unicasting, it fails if the retransmission counter
reaches zero after a CSMA-CA failure.

4.3. CherrySiMAC
CherrySiMAC was designed to provide reduced power consumption as well as reliable communication. To decrease the usage of the major energy-draining component, the radio, the
protocol introduces radio duty-cycling. Accordingly, since all nodes no longer listen all the
time for incoming frames, it implements additional logic ensuring that ongoing transmissions
do not waste resources.
Notation
Table 4.2 explains the notation used in the description of CherrySiMAC.
Notation
Ω, ΩX
Ωmax
w, wX
w̄, w̄X
φ, φX , φX (A)
α
Tof f
Tdata
Tdata,tx
Tack
δack
Tbusy
δbusy
Tcsma/tx
Tcsma
Tp
Trand,tx
Trand,bc
R(n)

Meaning
Wake-up period, wake-up period of node X
The longest available wake-up period in CherrySiMAC
Wake-up time, wake-up time of node X
Last wake-up time, last wake-up time of node X
Node’s phase, node’s X phase, node’s X phase at moment A
Radio duty-cycle
Initial offset of the first node’s wake-up
Data frame receiving time
Data frame transmission time
A base ACK frame receiving time
A maximal value of an additional random duration of ACK receiving
A base wait time after not-accessing the communication channel
A maximal value of a random ‘busy wait’ part
Estimated duration from finishing CSMA-CA to frame transmission
CSMA-CA duration
Propagation time of electromagnetic wave carrying a MAC frame
A maximal random offset of unicasting
A maximal random offset of broadcasting
Random integer from range [0, n]

Table 4.2: CherrySiMAC notation.
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4.3.1. Node schedule
CherrySiMAC if founded upon an asynchronous duty-cycled MAC protocol design. Each
node turns its radio on (wakes up) independently from others to listen for incoming frames.
However, one constraint is applied: the time between two consecutive wake-ups has to be an
integer multiple of a node’s wake-up interval (or wake-up period) Ω. In other words, if
w1 and w2 are two wake-up times, the following holds:
|w2 − w1 | ≡ 0 (mod Ω)

(4.3)

The operation of a sample node is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: CherrySiMAC: a node’s wake-ups.
When node R boots up (moment A), it generates a random number Tof f within its wakeup interval Ω, thus Tof f = R(Ω), and initializes the node’s last wake-up time w̄R , to the
time at moment B, t(B), by subtracting Tof f from the current timer time, t(A). Therefore,
w̄R = t(B) = t(A) − Tof f . At moment C, receiving is requested by a higher-level software and
a frame buffer is added to the node’s reception queue. The node schedules the next listening
at moment D, to fulfill the applied timing constraint (4.3) by using the following equation to
compute the next wake-up time w 1 :


t − w̄
w = w̄ + Ω ×
(4.4)
Ω
The node wakes up (moment D) and starts listening for incoming frames. At moment E,
the radio goes off due to a timeout after a data frame receiving period, Tdata . Since there is
a free data frame buffer in the reception queue, the next wake-up is scheduled at moment F.
The node follows this scheme (moment G) until there is no free data frame buffer available.
CherrySiMAC defines a finite set of possible wake-up intervals to decrease the number of
bits required to maintain information about a node’s current interval. Therefore, by design,
there exists a wake-up period of a maximal length, denoted by Ωmax .

4.3.2. Neighbor discovery and schedule information exchange
Before going into details of unicast transmissions in CherrySiMAC, we need to understand
the synchronization mechanisms of a sender and receiver. It is a fundamental part of a dutycycled MAC protocol, which allows for reducing energy consumption by both the sender and
the receiver.
Let us start with an example in which two nodes have just booted, and the higher-level
software of the sender somehow knows the MAC address of the receiver. This situation
is illustrated in Figure 4.8, which omits some details and focuses on exchanging schedule
information.
In CherrySiMAC, each node maintains, a so-called, neighbor list. It is a data structure
that contains entries consisting of: a neighbor’s MAC address, the neighbor’s estimated last
wake-up time in the local clock domain, and information about its wake-up period Ω.
1

The computation is well defined, as all arithmetic is performed using unsigned integers.
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Figure 4.8: CherrySiMAC: node discovery.
When the sender wants to send a data frame (see Figure 4.8), it requests a transmission.
The MAC layer reads the destination address of the data frame and checks whether the
neighbor list contains an entry with the address matching the destination address. Since in
the example the nodes have just started, the list is empty, and the MAC layer has to make an
attempt to discover the destination node. After checking the neighbor list, the sender starts
the CSMA-CA procedure (moment A). Then, if it manages to access the channel (moment B),
it stores in the data frame header a pair (φS (B), ΩS ): information about its current wake-up
period ΩS and its current phase φS (B). In CherrySiMAC, the pair, (φ, Ω), is called schedule
data.
The phase, φ, is a number that describes the current time, t, with respect to the node’s
last wake-up time w̄, The formula is:
φ = (t − w̄) mod Ω

(4.5)

In the example, if the sender’s wake-up period, Ω, equals to 1000, the last wake-up happened at w̄ = 3402 and now the node’s timer shows time t = 5238 2 , then the current value
of φ equals to 836. Note that since the wake-up interval Ω is constant, having the value of w̄
it is possible to compute all node’s potential wake-ups.
When the schedule data is written into a data frame header, the radio starts the transmission. After successfully sending the frame, the node listens for an incoming ACK frame
(interval C-D). If no ACK frame is received within that time window, the node starts the
procedure again (moment D). Each time the sender accesses the medium, it computes a new
phase value and updates the schedule data in the data frame (moments E, F, G, I, L). The
node stops when it gets an acknowledgment or when the time elapsed from the beginning of
the sending process is longer than Ωmax .
In our example, the receiver wakes up at moment H and listens for an incoming data frame.
The sender starts the transmission of the frame with updated schedule data (moment I). When
the receiver gets the frame (moment J), it also computes its current phase φR (J), puts the
pair (φR (J), ΩR ) to an ACK frame, and sends the ACK frame back. The schedule data from
the received data frame is extracted by R and stored for later processing along with the data
frame reception timestamp. Likewise, when S finishes receiving the ACK frame at moment
K, it extracts R’s schedule data from the ACK frame and stores it for further processing.
After a successful reception of the data frame, the receiver keeps the radio on to possibly
receive a next data frame. The sender, checks whether there is such a frame to be sent
to this receiver. If so, it starts the sending procedure again: executes CSMA-CA (moment
K), accesses the medium, computes the current phase (moment L), and transmits the data
2
Please, note that in this example values of the node’s timer were used instead of physical time units, in
line with Section 4.1
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frame. The receiver gets the next frame, reads the schedule data and stores for further
processing (moment M). Then, as before, it computes the current phase φR (M ), puts the pair
(φR (M ), ΩR ) into the ACK frame and sends it back. The receiver node waits for the next
incoming frame and finally turns off the radio at moment L. The sender, after a successful
reception of an ACK frame, stores the schedule data for further processing, and turns off its
radio as well.
When the nodes stop their radio operations, then they process all gathered schedule data
and update their neighbor lists with the most recent information about each neighbor.
It is important that the schedule data is exchanged in both data and ACK frames. In effect,
only a single successful exchange is required to learn the schedule of another node. Otherwise,
a sender would need to receive a data frame from a receiver before and this potentially could
never happen. A lack of bidirectional information exchange would thus have a substantial
impact on power consumption of the nodes.

4.3.3. Estimation of a neighbor’s last wake up time
In the previous section, a general scheme of a schedule information exchange was explained. It
is important to understand how a neighbor’s last wake up time can be estimated. Figure 4.9
presents a moment of a single data frame transmission and reception to investigate how
information about the last wake-up time can be retrieved. The figure does not show the time
of the radio activity, and focuses only on timing details.

Figure 4.9: A neighbor’s wake up time computation.
To precisely explain the reasoning, the notation introduced in Section 4.1 is used to differentiate between the physical notion of time and duration and their digital approximations
and representations.
In CherrySiMAC, each node uses a timer to track time and schedule radio operations.
To schedule a transmission only at receivers’ wake-up moments, nodes’ timers have to be
synchronized. However, since each node is an independent device, the frequency of its main
oscillator need to be perfect: due to some fluctuations in the manufacturing processes, it
comes, in fact, from some narrow frequency distribution centered at the ideal frequency.
Moreover, the frequency is also subject to change, for example, in reaction to environmental
conditions, like temperature or humidity.
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Therefore, different nodes’ timer frequencies differ or even slightly vary in time. In a short
period, the differences are usually negligible, but in a long run, a difference in time between
two timers’ counters, even if they started in sync, can be significant (clock drift) and can
influence two devices that are tightly coupled in the time domain.
To emphasize that the sender’s and the receiver’s time domains differs, the time axes in
Figure 4.9 are labeled tS and tR respectively. Also, to stress out the reason for clock drifts,
their timers’ ticks duration are marked as q R and q S .
The main question in this section is how the receiver can learn the sender’s schedule.
If a node knows the moment of a neighbor’s last wake-up time and its wake-up interval
Ω̂, it can also compute the times of its consecutive wake-ups. However, there are three
problems. First, the nodes are independent and the relation between their timers is thus
unknown. Second, which is also a consequence of the first problem, their timers run at slightly
different frequencies, and information that they can exchange is only a timer’s representation.
Therefore, any cross-domain time computations are inherently burdened with error. Finally,
to synchronize the timers one needs a well-defined common event that may be used as a time
reference for computations. However, fortunately, this problem is solved by exploiting the
hardware and firmware of the radio, which provide high-resolution timestamps for received
frames.
Let us assume node S’s last wake-up time is at moment A, w̄S = tS (A). In the receiver’s
time domain the time of moment A is denoted as tR (A). When node S wants to send a
data frame, it has to perform CSMA-CA first, to access the medium (moment B). Just
after a successful access to the channel, the sender computes its current phase φ̂S (C), that
corresponds to the duration T S (φ̂S (C)), and puts the pair, (φ̂S (C), Ω̂S ), into the data frame.
In reality, before the data frame transmission is started, the CPU and the radio processor
have to perform many operations. As we have experimentally established, the number of
ticks from a phase computation to a data frame transmission can be considered constant. To
approximately compensate for this period, the value T̂csma/tx is introduced. At moment D, the
radio sends the frame and the receiver starts capturing incoming data when it sees a special
pattern called a start-of-frame-delimiter (moment E), which is considered as the timestamp
of the received frame and is generated automatically by the radio hardware.
Physically, moment E is different than moment D because electromagnetic waves propagate
with a finite speed. Therefore, the time of propagation Tp is introduced. The maximal value
of Tp can be roughly estimated as, Tp < 0.3 us, by dividing the supposed maximal range
of the radio, R = 100 m, by the speed of light c ≈ 3 × 108 m/s 3 . Detection of such small
time differences, on the order of 0.1 us, requires a timer running with a frequency of at least
10 M Hz.
For the frequency, f = 32 KiHz (1 KiHz = 1024 Hz), used in CherrySiMAC timers,
their resolution is equal to q32 KiHz ≈ 30.5 us, that is, two orders of magnitude more than the
maximal value of Tp . In further considerations signal propagation time will thus be omitted
as its effect is marginal and not measurable given the clock resolution, since T̂ R (Tp ) = 0. A
time of the frame arrival (moment E), expressed in q32 KiHz and after assuming Tp to be zero,
equals to moment D, therefore tR (E) = tR (D).
From the value t̂R (D), the estimated number of CherrySiMAC timer ticks, T̂csma/tx , between the phase computation moment and starting a frame transmission (interval C-D) is
subtracted to get t̂R (C 0 ), that should be equivalent to the moment of computing the phase
at moment C, φ̂S (C), by the sender. Since only the timer’s representation of duration can
be transferred in the schedule data, (φ̂S (C), Ω̂S ), the error will accumulate. From t̂R (C 0 ) the
3

In air, this value is different, but we need just a rough value to estimate an order of magnitude.
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sender’s phase φ̂S (C) received in the data frame is subtracted to get the estimation of the
sender’s last wake-up time, t̂R (A0 ).
Unfortunately, the time, tR (A0 ) = t̂R (A0 ) × q R , need not be the actual time of the sender’s
wake-up, tR (A), due to a clock drift caused by the difference between q R and q S . Let us
denote the last wake-up time estimation error by:
δ = |(tS (D) − tS (A)) − (tR (D) − tR (A0 ))|
Therefore, the following holds:
|(tS (D) − tS (A)) − (tR (D) − tR (A0 ))| = |(t̂S (D) − t̂S (A)) × q S − (t̂R (D) − t̂R (A0 )) × q R |
= |(T̂csma/tx + φ̂S (C)) × q S − (T̂csma/tx + φ̂S (C)) × q R |
= |β × (q S − q R )|
Where, β = T̂csma/tx + φ̂S (C), and describes a duration expressed in nodes’ timer ticks.
Since the computations are done in the “short period” regime, where as the reference the
time of the start-of-frame-delimiter, tR (D), is taken, the error δ should not be greater than
tens of timer ticks.4 It may be assumed that the term “short period” means the time-span of
about 106 ticks of an ideal clock running at frequency 32 KiHz, which is about 30.5 s. The
value of β is limited by the longest available wake-up interval: β < Ω̂max + T̂csma/tx , which is
true from the property of the modulo operation, and in CherrySiMAC the value of Ωmax is set
to about 7 s, which is even lower than 30.5 s. In this time-regime, the estimation mismatch is
handled by setting the protocol’s timing constants with appropriate margins.
Therefore, the estimated last wake-up time is assumed to be equal:
tR (A0 ) = tR (D) − T R (T̂csma/tx ) − T R (φ̂S (C))
= (t̂R (D) − T̂csma/tx − φ̂S (C)) × q R
R

0

= t̂ (A ) × q

(4.6)

R

Thus, t̂R (A0 ) equals:
t̂R (A0 ) = t̂R (D) − T̂csma/tx − φ̂S (C)

(4.7)

The representation, t̂R (A0 ), of a neighbor’s last wake-up time, tR (A0 ), estimated in this way
is put into the receiver’s neighbor list entry containing the sender’s address. The information
about the node’s wake-up interval and its last wake-up time is updated on every data frame or
ACK frame reception, consequently, if two nodes are sending frames to each other sufficiently
frequently, they should stay synchronized despite the clock drift.

4.3.4. Data frame retransmission mechanisms
In CherrySiMAC, a data frame retransmission may be caused by two events: no ACK frame
reception or a CSMA-CA procedure failure, indicating that the communication channel is
busy. The MAC protocol maintains two counters, rnoack and rbusy , that describe how many
retransmission attempts can be made for each type of event for a given frame. These counters
define how large the retransmission window is. They are set before the first data frame
transmission starts. The counters are computed based on the neighbor’s schedule availability
and the time that has elapsed from the last schedule entry update in the neighbor list.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the retransmission mechanisms.
4

See the experiment in Appendix B
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Figure 4.10: The retransmission mechanism in CherrySiMAC.
The sender that has a data frame transmission scheduled starts the sending procedure at
moment A. When CSMA-CA fails (moment B), the rbusy counter is decremented and the node
waits for a so-called ‘busy wait’ period, which is a sum of a base duration, Tbusy , (interval
B-C) and a random part, R(δbusy ), (interval C-D), where δbusy is the limit of the random part.
Both values are configurable CherrySiMAC parameters.
At moment D, the node starts CSMA-CA again, accesses the channel (moment E), and
transmits a data frame, then waits for an incoming ACK frame, the time interval F-H. As
in the previous case, the F-H interval consists of two parts, a base ACK frame listening
period (interval F-G), Tack , and the random part (interval G-H), R(δack ). If no ACK frame is
received, counter rnoack is decremented and a next attempt is taken (moment H). Both, Tack
and δack , values are also configurable CherrySiMAC parameters.
The node repeats this pattern until it receives an ACK frame or a transmission fails and
any of the two counters reaches zero (moment I), in which case the sending operation is
considered unsuccessful. The status of the operation is determined by the first counter that
drops to zero.

4.3.5. Desynchronization of senders transmitting to a common receiver
It is often the case that multiple senders send messages to a common receiver. Since the
receiver operates according to its own schedule and most of the time its radio is off, many
nodes may want to send a data frame during the same wake-up window. This naturally
leads to the synchronization of the sending nodes that have to contend for accessing the
communication channel. The CSMA-CA algorithm, however, is not enough to solve the
problem. An example of synchronized sending is presented in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Conflicting senders due to synchronization at a receiver’s wake-up.
The receiver operates on its own schedule and wakes up periodically (dotted lines). Senders
S1 and S2 are aware of the receiver’s schedule and during the same inactivity period of the
receiver they are requested to perform data frame transmissions (moments A and B). In effect,
they have their transmissions scheduled at the same receiver’s wake-up moment (moment
C). At this moment, S1 and S2 start the CSMA-CA procedure and both obtain access to
the channel because none of them was transmitting during the CSMA-CA procedure of the
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other, and hence no energy was detected on the radio channel. As a result, both nodes start
data frame transmissions almost at the same time. It is not defined what the receiver gets.
Depending on the physical and timing factors, it may be one of the frames, none of them,
or the received data frame may be corrupted. The most likely scenario is that a data frame
carried by the radio waves with a greater energy is received due to the capture effect that
occurs in frequency-modulated receivers [23] and this type is used commonly in most of IoT
SoCs.
CherrySiMAC tackles the collision problem by introducing randomization at the start of
sending, which is illustrated in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Start of sending randomization in CherrySiMAC.
As in the previous example, senders S1 and S2 request data frame transmissions to receiver R (moments A and B). Now, during the computation of the next neighbor’s wake-up
time, they generate random numbers, R(Trand,tx ), where Trand,tx is maximal start of transmission offset defined in the CherrySiMAC configuration. The generated numbers are added
as offsets to the estimated wake-up times (moment C). In effect, sender S1 starts the sending
procedure at moment D and the node S2 – at moment E (red dotted lines).
When sender S1 starts the CSMA-CA procedure, it accesses the channel and transmits its
data frame to the receiver. At the same time, sender S2 tries to access the channel (moment E).
However, the radio detects that the channel is occupied and suppresses the transmission. After
detecting a busy channel a node has to wait a “busy wait” period, Tbusy +R(δbusy ). At moment
F, S2 tries again and this time it accesses the channel and successfully delivers a data frame.

4.3.6. Long term neighbor synchronization
CherrySiMAC provides also an additional synchronization method for the case when nodes
communicate with each other very rarely. The term “very rarely” means that the time difference error caused by the clock drift is comparable with the time window in which a sender
should send a data frame to a receiver.
The experiment described in Appendix B has shown that for a small set of nodes a timer’s
uncertainty, in terms of the number of 32 KiHz timer ticks, increases by one tick with every
1.66 s, on average. Since, as stated in Section 5.11, a reception of a single data frame may
take up to 140 ticks (assuming f = 32 KiHz), the uncertainty will arise to such a size in
about 233 s. This may be assumed as a scale, when we can think that nodes communicate
“very rarely”, which means if nodes exchange messages with an interval that is greater than
233 s, we can expect that their timers may be off by more than the time of the longest data
frame transmission, which may result in degraded communication performance.
The simplest method to deal with desynchronized nodes could be performing node discovery again when the time since a neighbor’s last wake-up time update is longer than some
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predefined threshold or when the number of delivery attempts to the neighbor has reached
some limit.
CherrySiMAC introduces in addition a graduate retransmission window expansion. Figure 4.13 illustrates the algorithm.

Figure 4.13: A sending window expansion introduced in CherrySiMAC design.
At the beginning, the nodes exchange their schedule data (moment A) and learn the wakeup interval and last wake-up time of each other. At moment A, they are thus synchronized.
Due to the clock drift, the receiver wakes up with time interval T R (Ω̂R ), but the sender’s
estimate of duration Ω̂R is T S (Ω̂R ). In this example, after a few wake-up intervals, it is
likely that the sender’s estimation of the receiver’s wake-up time is off by more than the base
retransmission window (the yellow area starting at moment C).
Losing track of a neighbor’s schedule may be costly, since every time the node is not
synchronized, it has to start transmitting a frame over the longest available wake-up interval,
Ωmax , which consumes a lot of energy. To prevent such situations, the node keeps information
about the time of the neighbor list entry update. When an entry is updated at moment A, the
node can estimate the corresponding neighbor’s subsequent wake-up moments (black dotted
lines). The first estimation does not contain any correction terms. When the node requests a
next transmission (moment B), it is scheduled just at the estimated time (moment C) with a
base data frame retransmission period (yellow area).
With each full wake-up interval, Ω̂R , that passed from the last neighbor list entry update,
the retransmission window is gradually extended (pink area) and moved to the left, to center
the additional area at the next estimated wake-up time. It is done by increasing the initial
values of the retransmission counters, rbusy and rnoack , and shortening the time that the node
should sleep before the next transmission.
A subsequent transmission will be scheduled at the beginning of the next retransmission
window (pink dashed line). In this example, the next sending request (moment D) causes the
next data frame transmission to be scheduled at the beginning of the retransmission window
at moment E. Therefore, the receiver may wake up at any moment of E’s retransmission
window and it will be able to receive a frame, because its listening duration is longer than
two consecutive data frame transmissions (see Section 4.3.12).
If the time from the last neighbor’s entry update reaches a threshold (red dash-dotted line,
moment F), the entry expires and a next transmission begins with the discovery procedure
described in Section 4.3.3 (moment G).

4.3.7. Data frame broadcasting
CherrySiMAC also allows for broadcasting data frames, that is, transmitting them to all
neighbors. However, due to the radio duty-cycling, it is important to ensure that all neighbors
will receive the frame, provided they have data frame buffers to receive into. An example of
data frame broadcasting is illustrated in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: CherrySiMAC: a data frame broadcasting.
First, after receiving a broadcast request at moment A, a transmission is scheduled immediately but with a random offset, R(Trand,bc ), where Trand,bc denotes a maximal value of
this offset. Then, the sender starts broadcasting at moment B. It performs CSMA-CA and, if
the channel is clear, sends the data frame. CherrySiMAC provides best-effort broadcasting.
Therefore, no ACK frame is required. When the data frame is transmitted, the sender repeats the procedure until an internal timer signals that the time elapsed from the beginning
is greater than the longest available wake-up interval Ωmax (moment G). However, if CSMACA fails, the sender uses a broadcast suppression mechanism (see Section 4.3.9) to determine
whether it should continue its operation.
The receiver wakes up at moment C and starts listening for incoming frames. It receives
a data frame at moment E and retrieves the broadcasting node’s schedule information and
a special structure, called broadcast schedule. The structure contains, among others, information on how much time there is left until the end of broadcasting (interval D-G). The
receiver stores the node’s schedule data to process it later, and computes the time when the
broadcast ends (moment F). Then, it turns off the radio and goes to sleep for the duration
of interval E-F. The receiver returns to its normal operation and schedules next listening at
moment H.
Going to sleep after the first broadcast frame reception is crucial, because the node does
not consume energy for processing duplicated frames. It would be even worse, without this
feature, the receiver would stay with its radio on for the whole broadcasting period, since it
starts listening for a next frame after a successful reception. This would result in huge power
consumption of all receivers in the broadcaster’s radio range.

4.3.8. Broadcast chain
In CherrySiMAC, a broadcast may be used to effectively send many different data frames
during a single broadcasting period. We have dubbed this optimization as a broadcast
chain. An example of a broadcast chain transmission is presented in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: CherrySiMAC: a chain broadcasting.
The sender gets a sending request at moment A. Since it is a chain transmission, every
time it finishes sending a single data frame, it loads a next data frame to the radio for the
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subsequent transmission. When the last frame in the chain is sent, the sender returns to
the beginning and repeats the procedure until the broadcasting duration reaches the longest
available wake-up interval Ωmax (moment G).
A sender’s neighbor wakes up at moment C and starts listening. At moment D the node
receives a data frame. It reads the broadcaster’s schedule data and a broadcast schedule
structure. The second structure contains not only the time that is left until the end of
broadcasting (interval D-G), but also information about how many frames in the chain is
transmitted and which in order is the received frame. In effect, the receiver knows that it
has to keep listening for the next frames in the chain. When all frames have been collected
(moment E), the node calculates the time until the end of broadcasting (moment F), turns
off its radio, and goes to sleep. Then, it returns to its normal operation and schedules the
next listening at moment H.
A broadcast chain is capable of transferring up to 16 frames. The maximum size of a
payload that can be stored in each CherrySiMAC broadcast frame is equal to 98 bytes, when
extended MAC addresses are used, or 110 bytes when support for short MAC address is turned
on. This allows for broadcasting a chain that exceeds IPv6 MTU value of 1280 bytes.
It may also happen that the receiver obtains frames from different broadcasters in the
same listening window. In this case the receiver does not turn off the radio until it collects all
chains. Providing this guarantee is also a weak point of CherrySiMAC. If there is a malicious
broadcaster in a node’s neighborhood it may easily manipulate the content of a broadcast
schedule structure the receiver gets and, for instance, put it into a long sleep.

4.3.9. Contending broadcasters
A broadcast transmission in CherrySiMAC strongly occupies the radio channel for a long
period of time compared to the duration of a unicast transmission. There is only a little time
when the radio is not transmitting and it is only during the CSMA-CA procedure. It may
happen that two or more nodes, which are in their own radio ranges, want to start a broadcast
transmission almost at the same time. CherrySiMAC introduces a mechanism that allows to
suppress one of ongoing broadcast transmissions. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: S1 ’s suppressed broadcast is continued after the finish S2 ’s broadcast.
At moment A and moment B, nodes S1 and S2 , respectively, receive broadcast data
frame sending requests. The broadcasts are immediately scheduled with random offsets (see
Section 4.3.7). In effect, node S1 starts the transmission a bit later (moment D) than S2 and
it fails accessing the channel. The node decrements the counter of the CSMA-CA failures,
rbusy , draws a random period, R(δbusy ), and waits for the time Tbusy + R(δbusy ) until the next
transmission. It starts at moment E. This time it finds a short period when the channel is
not occupied and decides to start the transmission of the first frame (moment F). When it is
over (moment G), the node loads the next frame in its broadcast chain. The next CSMA-CA
ends with a failure (moment H), the counter is decreased and the node waits until the next
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attempt at moment I. When the next collision avoidance fails (moment J) and the counter
drops to zero, the node stops broadcasting and starts listening for incoming broadcast frames.
If the node has enough free frame buffers it receives incoming data frames (moments K, L).
When all data frames in the chain have been collected, the node goes to sleep and waits until
the end of the broadcast (moment N). As soon as S2 finishes broadcasting, node S1 restarts
its own broadcasting (moment M).
It may happen that node S1 does not have any free data frame buffers to receive to when
its CSMA-CA failures counter, rbusy , drops to zero. This case is presented in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17: S1 ’s suppressed broadcast continued after a reception of a single broadcast frame
from S2 into the internal data frame buffer.
The beginning is the same as in the previous example, but at moment J, when node S1
switches to receiving, no free data frame buffers are left to receive into. To cope with this
issue, the node uses a single internal data frame buffer. When it receives a broadcast frame
(moment K), only the broadcast schedule structure is read to learn how much time left until
the end of the broadcast. Node S1 drops the received frame, and goes to sleep. When the
broadcast ends (moment M), the node wakes up and starts its broadcast transmission again
(moment L).
The busy channel counter, rbusy , allows for suppressing an ongoing broadcast transmission
when two transmissions begin almost at the same time. However, it is also probable that in
the middle of one broadcast transmission the second could suppress it, because the algorithm
is not deterministic. To exclude a big number of such cases CherrySiMAC uses a broadcast
time threshold, after which a broadcast cannot be suppressed. An example is presented in
Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: S2 ’s broadcast not suppressed by S1 when the busy channel counter drops to
zero after a broadcast time threshold (red dashed line).
Node S2 starts a broadcast transmission at moment A and node S1 later, at moment B.
These two nodes interfere with each other and node S2 cannot access the channel at moments C
and E, each time decrementing the busy channel counter, rbusy . At moment F, node S2 reaches
the broadcast time threshold (red dashed line). When CSMA-CA fails again (moment H), its
broadcasting is not suppressed and continues (moment I) until the end of the broadcasting
period. Node S1 that cannot access the channel at moments D, G and J, when it fails to
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access the channel with counter rbusy equal to zero (moment J), cannot transmit the frame
again. Therefore, it stops its broadcasting and starts listening for incoming broadcast frames
to get node’s S2 broadcast schedule. Node S1 , depending on the number of available data
frame buffers to receive into, tries to receive as many frames as possible from the broadcast
chain. In this example, it gets a data frame to its internal buffer at moment L and goes to
sleep until the end of S2 ’s broadcast period.

4.3.10. Always Listen mode
A common application of low-power wireless networks includes sending data from sensor nodes
forming a network to some external server. A typical topology of such a system is presented
in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1. The nodes are distributed over some area and they communicate
with each other. To send data to the server on the Internet they have to transfer the data to
an edge device. From a node’s point of view, the edge device is a standard node. However, the
difference is that it is normally connected to a tethered power supply. This means that power
consumption limitations no longer hold and the device can listen for incoming frames all the
time. CherrySiMAC exploits this by introducing a special mode called Always Listen.
An example of a unicast transmission to an always listening receiver is shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19: A receiver in the Always Listen mode.
The Always Listen mode can be enabled and disabled on demand during a node’s operation. Let us assume that initially the receiver follows its own wake-up schedule (dotted
lines) and all its neighbors know this schedule. At moment A, the receiver enables the Always
Listen mode. When its neighbor wants to send a data frame (moment B), it schedules the
transmission at moment C, which is the next wake-up time according to the receiver’s old
schedule. The sender sends a frame (moment C) and receives the current schedule data from
the receiver in an ACK frame (moment D). Now the sender is aware of the receiver’s Always
Listen mode, so when it has a next data frame to send (moment E), starts the transmission
immediately.
A node that enables the Always Listen mode can also perform unicast and broadcast
transmissions. An example is shown in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: Receiver and sender in the Always Listen mode.
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The sender and the receiver have the Always Listen mode enabled. At moment A, the
sender requests a unicast frame transmission and, because it knows node R has the Always Listen mode turned on, starts the transmission immediately. At this point, listening is stopped,
and the node starts performing the CSMA-CA algorithm. Then, it transmits a data frame
and listens for an ACK frame. When a standard unicast transmission ends, the node returns
to the standard listening (moment B).
At moment C, the sender requests a broadcast transmission. A broadcast data frame is
delivered to the receiver at moment D. It reads the broadcast schedule, computes the time to
the end of the broadcast and goes to sleep (moment D). If the broadcast frame comes from a
broadcast chain, the node would stay up, listening to collect all frames. The sender and the
receiver return to their normal operation when the broadcast ends (moment E).

4.3.11. Preventing node wake-up time synchronization
The initial part of the node operation is essential. Randomization of the last wake-up time
when a node boots up prevents a situation when many nodes are powered on at the same
moment and they are synchronized in time. If they are in their own radio ranges, senders
might try to access the communication channel at the same time (see Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Colliding senders due to no wake-up randomization.
Randomization causes that the moment when nodes wake up are distributed uniformly in
time and it is unlikely that the senders will transmit a frame at the same time to two different
receivers (see Figure 4.22).

4.3.12. Radio duty-cycle lower bound estimation
A possible lower bound of a node’s power consumption may be estimated by calculating the
lowest possible duty-cycle that can be reached in CherrySiMAC. It is not possible to set
a particularly short listening window Tdata , and a long wake-up interval Ω. The reason is that
while this would give a low duty-cycle, it could not work at all, because the listening window
has to be at least of the duration of a data frame transmission time Tdata,tx . However, in
CherrySiMAC there are also other factors that must be taken into account.
The required listening time of a receiver is set to a value that always allows for receiving
a data frame from a sender during neighbor discovery. The timing is shown in Figure 4.23.
During neighbor discovery, a sender transmits data frames as many times as required
to cover the longest available wake-up interval, Ωmax . A receiver that turns on its radio
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Figure 4.22: Non-colliding senders due to initial wake-up randomization.

Figure 4.23: Node’s S timing of a data frame transmission and node’s R listening window.
has to listen for an incoming frame during time Tdata . To ensure that it is able to catch
any subsequent data frames, interval Tdata has to cover two data frame transmissions of the
longest data frame in IEEE 802.15.4 standard, max(Tdata,tx ), the longest ACK frame listening
period, Tack + δack , and the longest possible duration of CSMA-CA, max(Tcsma ). It is also
important that the longest possible “busy wait” duration, Tbusy + δbusy , has to be less than
the sum max(Tdata,tx ) + Tack + δack .
To guarantee that the sender is able to discover the receiver, independently of the phase
between the two nodes, the following must hold:
Tdata ≥ 2 × max(Tdata,tx ) + max(Tcsma ) + Tack + δack

(4.8)

max(Tdata,tx ) + Tack + δack ≥ Tbusy + δbusy

(4.9)

The lowest possible radio duty-cycle is thus in a situation when the receiver wakes up only
for the time Tdata and goes down. In such a case, for duty-cycle α, the following holds:
α ≥ αmin =

Tdata
× 100%
Ω

(4.10)

The radio duty-cycle depends on the base wake-up interval Ω which a node operates with.
As shown in Section 5.11, for the shortest and the longest wake-up interval available in
CherrySiMAC, 1 s and 7 s respectively, a node can operate with αmin |Ω=1 s ≈ 1.5% and
αmin |Ω=7 s ≈ 0.21%.
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Chapter 5

Implementation
In this chapter, our implementation of CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC is presented. The
description starts with a presentation of the common CherryMAC interface and is followed
by the implementation details of aforementioned MAC protocols.

5.1. CherryMAC unified interface
Before this work started, whip6 already contained the implementation of the CherryRiMAC
protocol. Extending the pool of available MAC protocol implementations enforced a design
decision to provide a common interface for upper layers, as such allowing for exchanging MAC
protocol implementation.

5.1.1. CherryMAC implementation switching
A design of the CherryMAC interface is inspired by the original interface of CherryRiMAC
and, for simplicity of the implementation, CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC have similar
interfaces. They differ, however, in the number of implemented methods and types of arguments. The selection of a particular MAC protocol is done in compile time through an
appropriate macro definition. It is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Selection of a MAC protocol implementation.
Each MAC implementation is wired to an appropriate adapter that translates a specific
interface to the generic one. At this moment, the implementation of the adapters is straightforward. Commands that belong to the common interface simply call functions from another
specialized interface. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: CherryMAC to CherrySiMAC interface translation example.
The general component, CherryMACRadioPub, provides the CherryMACDataFrameSender
interface. The interface defines the startSendingFrame command and the frameSendingFinished event. The implementation of the command is provided by CherrySiMACToCherryMACAdapterPrv component. The command’s implementation contains only one instruction a call to another command with the same name but coming from a different interface, CherrySiMACDataFrameSender, that is provided by the CherrySiMACRadioPub component, which,
in turn, is the top-level component of the CherrySiMAC protocol.
The same approach is used for the frameSendingFinish event. The origin of the event is
inside the CherrySiMACRadioPrv component, that is not shown here, and the event is provided
to other components by CherrySiMACRadioPub, and belongs to the CherrySiMACDataFrameSender interface. The signal is translated to another interface inside the adapter by signaling
the event from the CherryMACDataFrameSender interface.
The translations of command calls and event signals are straightforward, because the
underlying types are the same for all implementations. Each implementation has separate
aliases for the types that they use. All of them use already existing objects from the whip6
operating system that encapsulate data frames and addresses, and are compliant with the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The usage of type aliases creates a lightweight abstraction and
allows for easily applying changes in the future by translating the types inside the adapters.

5.1.2. CherryMAC protocol interfaces
The CherryMACRadioPub component provides all interfaces that are required to use any implementation from the CherryMAC family. The exact names of the interfaces are shown in
Figure 5.3.
The component wiring requires also a provider of a neighbor list interface. The code of the
neighbor list implementation can be shared between different CherryMAC implementations,
since CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC perform exactly the same operations on this data
structure.
The CherryMACNeighborList interface is also defined to highlight fundamental operations
that must be provided by a particular implementation of a neighbor list. Depending on an
application, an implementation can differ. In this work, a simple implementation of a neighbor
list is used, which was originally provided by the CherryRiMAC implementation, and then
adapted to the common CherryMAC interface.
Each of the interfaces provided by CherryMACRadioPub is responsible for the following
functionalities.
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Figure 5.3: Interfaces provided and used by CherryMACRadioPub component. Notation: ← –
provided interface, → – used interface
The Init interface in the whip6 operating system is a common interface for all components
that require initialization. It is often called by a parent component when an application starts.
The CherryMACControl interface provides stack-control methods, like changing the wakeup period, enabling and disabling the Always Listen mode, or starting neighbor scanning in
the CherryRiMAC implementation. There are also methods that return information about
the maximal sizes of reception and transmission queues.
CherryMACDataFrameReceiver and CherryMACDataFrameSender provide complementary
methods to send and receive frames asynchronously. Methods startSendingFrame and startReceivingFrame take two arguments: a pointer to a frame buffer and a pointer to a frame options
structure that contains operation parameters, like a number of permitted sending failures due
to no ACK frame reception or a listening duration in the case of CherryBaseMAC. The data
passed to a MAC layer in those methods should not be accessed until frameReceivingFinished or frameSendingFinished is signalled. The two events provide pointers to the frame
buffer and the frame options back along with the operation status code. The last methods
provided by these interfaces are cancelReceiving and cancelSending. They remove a frame
whose pointer was passed to the corresponding start operation command from the reception or transmission queue. After canceling an operation, the application must wait for the
frameReceivingFinished or frameSendingFinished event before accessing the data frame
buffer.
CherryMACAddresses and CherryMACFrames are utility interfaces that provide operations
on address and frame objects.
Each interface from in Figure 5.3 is translated by an appropriate adapter. General interfaces are supersets of commands and events from the corresponding specialized interfaces.
Commands that are not supported by a particular implementation have an empty body or
return ENOSYS error code, notifying that this function is not implemented by the particular
MAC protocol.
During the design process, it was also important to retain the possibility of using a particular MAC protocol directly. Therefore, it is possible to wire a specific implementation inside
another component and bypassing the common CherryMAC interface.

5.2. Component breakdown
The code of CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC is split into different components. The logic
of the protocols is contained in separate abstract objects that provide specific functionalities.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 illustrate high-level component dependencies of CherryBaseMAC
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and CherrySiMAC implementations.

Figure 5.4: Component dependencies in CherryBaseMAC.

Figure 5.5: Component dependencies in CherrySiMAC.
Black boxes denote components that are implementation-specific. Green boxes indicate
modules that are common for all CherryMAC protocols and are part of this work. Blue boxes,
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in turn, denote components that had already existed in the whip6 operating system when this
thesis started.
A solid-line edge represents a direct component instantiation, which is wired by a parent
in its subtree. A dashed-line edge indicates a dependency injected by a parent component.
DefaultCherryBaseMACStackPub and DefaultCherrySiMACStackPub are components that
wire together an appropriate complete MAC protocol implementation, that is, with all necessary dependencies. This default wiring provides a component that is ready to use by any
higher-level component.
Both default wirings use Ieee154FrameAllocatorPub that provides a frame buffer allocation feature. DefaultCherrySiMACStackPub delivers a neighbor list interface to the CherrySiMAC implementation. A higher-level component can provide any implementation of the
neighbor list data structure. However, the default configuration uses SimpleCherryMACNeighborsListPrv that implements a simple list-based approach. It is recommended to provide
a better implementation for a production environment where high node density expected.
CherryBaseMACRadioPub and CherrySiMACRadioPub are top-level components that wire
together essential parts of radio stacks.
Code dependency graphs are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. These graphs represent
wiring structures of radio stacks and indicate which component uses what functionalities.

Figure 5.6: Code dependencies in CherryBaseMAC.
The illustrated breakdowns of radio stacks are very similar due to the similarity of the
problem from a high-level perspective. The difference between CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC is that, the former has a much simpler logic, all its components thus contain much
fewer lines of code. However, the interfaces’ structure stays the same, which implies the same
decomposition.
As before, black boxes represent implementation-specific components, green — common
components implemented within this work, and blue — components that had already been
present in whip6 when this work commenced. A solid-line edge denotes that a component is
used directly and is wired in a protocol configuration. A dashed-line edge represents usage of
a component that is wired by a higher-layer component.
Brief descriptions of the implemented components are as follows:
• CherryBaseMACRadioPrv, CherrySiMACRadioPrv
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Figure 5.7: Code dependencies in CherrySiMAC.
Contain the main logic of the respective MAC protocol. They implement an eventdriven protocol state machine, provide all necessary MAC protocol interfaces to the
upper-level layer, manage the radio, and update the neighbor list.
• CherryBaseMACDataFramesPrv, CherrySiMACDataFramesPrv
Implement reception and transmission queues, manage data frame buffers and data
frame option structures passed to the MAC protocol. They are described in detail in
Section 5.6.
• CherryBaseMACFramesUtilsPrv, CherrySiMACFramesUtilsPrv
The components provide various utility operations on data frames, like filling a data
frame with a proper node schedule data and destination address and checking whether
a data frame is intended for a given node.
• Ieee154ToCherryBaseMACAdapterPrv, Ieee154ToCherrySiMACAdapterPrv
These components implement operations on frame and address structures that already
exist in whip6. They simply decorate an existing set of utility functions and provide
them as CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC interfaces to encapsulate data frames and
address types.
• CherrySiMACToCherryMACAdapterPrv
It translates a radio-operation-specific interfaces and the neighbor list interface from
CherryMAC to CherrySiMAC. The latter is required, because CherrySiMAC shares
neighbor list structures with CherryRiMAC.
Some functionalities are shared between the MAC protocol implementations. These are
represented by the following components:
• CherryMACCC26x0AdapterPub
This component gives control over the SoC’s radio by implementing a radio-control
interface. A hardware- and firmware-specific support for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is
encapsulated in this component. Its implementation details are presented in Section 5.7.
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• CherryMACLogicAnalyzerPub
The component provides control over board-specific general-purpose input-output (GPIO)
pins of a microcontroller. There are 8 outputs provided and each of them may be set to
a low or a high state. CherryMACLogicAnalyzerPub is active only if the CHERRY_MAC_ANALYZER_ENABLE macro is defined during compilation. The component is introduced as
an interconnection between a nesC application and a high-speed code execution tracker
described in Section 5.13.2. Its usage is described in Section 5.13.
• SimpleCherryMACNeighborsListPrv
The component provides a simple list-based implementation of a neighbor list structure.
It is used by CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC over a corresponding specific-to-general
adapter.
The rest of the components, which are presented as blue boxes in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, are
part of the whip6 operating system and provide the following functionalities:
• PlatformTimer32khzPub
A general-purpose timer running at the frequency of 32KiHz.1 MAC protocol implementations use it as the main timer that controls protocol schedule.
• PlatformRandomPub
A pseudo-random number generator. It is used to randomize schedules.
• LocalIeee154AddressProviderPub
The component provides a device’s MAC address of two types: extended (8 bytes long)
and short (2 bytes long). The former is read from a hardware register, whose value is
uniquely assigned by the chip vendor. The latter is assigned by software.

5.3. Logic overview
The design of CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC is oriented around a concept called dispatcher. It is implemented as a nesC task. The dispatcher drives a part of the MAC
protocol’s state machine and decides what operation should be started next. The state machine is event-driven. The dispatcher receives requests from the higher-level software through
startReceivingFrame and startSendingFrame commands. If the state machine is in the idle
state, a next operation is scheduled. The interface commands enqueue a provided data frame
buffer into an appropriate queue and post the dispatcher task. If any operation is already
in progress, the dispatcher does nothing, since it will be invoked at the end of the ongoing
operation.
A high-level view on a CherryBaseMAC logic is shown in Figure 5.8.
As mentioned before, there are two entry points that can initiate a MAC protocol operation
(green nodes). The dispatcher decides what operation should be executed next upon the states
of the reception and transmission queues and switches the state machine to that part of code.
Node TX in the figure denotes a unicast frame transmission logic, RX — frame reception logic,
and BC — a broadcasting logic. Each of these nodes is driven by events coming from the radio
adapter and timers. When an operation is finished, the execution returns to the dispatcher and
either a new operation is scheduled, if there is any data frame in the reception or transmission
1

1 KiHz = 1024 Hz
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Figure 5.8: CherryBaseMAC – a high-level control flow.
queue , or the execution stops and no other operation is scheduled. A next operation will be
then performed when startReceivingFrame or startSendingFrame command is invoked.
In the CherrySiMAC implementation, there are a few additional transitions and one extra
node. A simplified control flow is presented in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: A high-level view on a control flow of the CherrySiMAC.
As before, there are two entry points that enqueue a data frame and post the dispatcher
task. The dispatcher can start three operations: unicasting (TX), receiving (RX) and broadcasting (BC). The difference here is that the state machine can switch from receiving or broadcasting operation (RX) to the sleep state.
During receiving, when the node receives a complete broadcast chain, it suspends its
operation until a neighbor node stops a broadcast transmission. The node wakes up on a
timer event and the execution returns to the dispatcher to select a next operation.
A broadcasting operation, in turn, may finish successfully and then a transition to the
dispatcher code is performed. However, in CherrySiMAC a broadcast transmission may be
interrupted by other nodes. In such a case, a transition can take place from the BC state to
the RX state or the sleep state. The receiving operation is chosen, if the broadcaster has at
least one free data frame buffer in the reception queue. Otherwise, the node starts listening
for any broadcast frame during its broadcasting operation, and when it receives the frame to
the internal buffer, it retrieves a broadcast schedule data of the other node and goes to sleep.
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5.4. Data frame options
Both CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC provide a way to control the receiving or sending operations. The startReceivingFrame and startSendingFrame commands take as an
argument, beside a data frame, a pointer to a structure that contains a set of parameters.
In CherryBaseMAC, three parameters are supported. Their meaning is as follows:
• tx_now: boolean flag — if set, the CSMA-CA procedure is skipped,
• tx_retry: integer — how many retransmissions can take place during a single sending
operation,
• rx_timeout: integer — receiving operation duration in milliseconds; or zero, if a node
is to listen until a next data frame is received or the cancelReceiving command is
executed.
CherrySiMAC provides parameters only for the sending operation. The first five of them
are used as initial values for corresponding frame counters in the transmission queue and they
are discussed in Section 5.6.2. The last allows for submitting a broadcast chain to the sending
operation.
• tx_noroute: integer — how many times the sending operation may fail with the NOROUTE
status,
• tx_noack: integer — how many times the sending operation may fail with the NOACK
status,
• tx_busy: integer — how many times the sending operation may fail with the BUSY
status,
• tx_overtake: integer — how many times a frame may be overtaken by another frame
that is further in a minor transmission queue (see Section 5.6.2),
• tx_consider: integer — how many times a frame may be taken into consideration
during next frame selection (see Section 5.6.2),
• tx_broadcast_chain: a pointer to a linked list of broadcast chain frames (see Section 5.8).

5.5. Frame structures
CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC protocols are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Therefore, they use MAC frame formats that are compliant with the physical layer (PHY).
This allows for using the hardware and firmware support provided by chips that are popular
in IoT applications.
In the following section, tables that describe frame structures in this thesis follow the
IEEE 802.15.4 format convention [16, Chapter 4].
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Octets: 5
Synchronization Header

1
PHY Header

variable
PHY Payload

Table 5.1: PPDU format.

5.5.1. Physical layer
In many applications radio hardware compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 operates in 2450MHz
bands and uses O-QPSK modulation [16, Chapter 12]. The standard defines a PHY protocol
data unit (PPDU) that is shown in Table 5.1.
PPDU organizes raw bits into the lowest-level data transmission structure. Synchronization Header is a synchronization segment that contains 5 bytes of a fixed pattern, and allows
the radio for detecting the start of an incoming frame. The pattern is shown in Table 5.2.
Bits: 0-31
0

32
1

33
1

34
1

35
0

36
0

37
1

38
0

39
1

Table 5.2: Synchronization Header format.
PHY Header contains, in turn, information about the length of the PHY Payload
field. The PHY Header format is shown in Table 5.3.
Bits: 0-6
Frame Length

7
Reserved

Table 5.3: PHY Header format.
Since Frame Length field is 7 bits width, the maximal size a payload is limited to 127
bytes. It is important because the PHY payload carries a MAC frame, whose total size must
fit in this field.

5.5.2. MAC layer

2

2/8

2/8

Sequence
Number

Destination
PAN ID

Destination
Address

Source
Address

MAC Header

variable

2
FCS

1

Frame
Payload

Octets: 2
Frame
Control

Both CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC use the same MAC frame format for data frames
and ACK frames. It matches the IEEE 802.15.4 format of Data frame and EnhancedAcknowledgement frame. Its structure is shown in Table 5.4.

MAC Payload

MAC Footer

Table 5.4: Data and Enh-ACK frames format.
The individual fields are filled according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (see [16, chapter
7.3.2] for Data frames and [16, chapter 7.3.3] for Enh-Ack frames).
A size of Destination Address and Source Address fields depends on the type of the
MAC address selected during compilation. If CHERRY_MAC_ADDR_SHORT macro is defined, short
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addresses are supported, whose size equals 2B. By default, extended addresses are enabled,
which are 8B long.
CherryBaseMAC uses the format described in Table 5.4 as is, since it does not implement
any additional features. Frame Payload is used to carry data of the higher-level software.
The maximal size of a MAC frame payload thus equals to 116B, if support for short MAC
addresses is enabled, or 104B, otherwise.
The CherrySiMAC protocol, in contrast, uses Data frames and Enh-Ack frames to transport additional information about a node and broadcasting schedules. The protocol uses a
few initial bytes of the Frame Payload field to carry them.
Table 5.5 presents a format of the Frame Payload field used by unicast data frames and
Enh-Ack frames, and Table 5.6 presents a format used by broadcast data frames.
Octets: 3
variable
Node Schedule
Payload
Frame Payload

Table 5.5: Frame Payload field structure: unicast data frame and Enh-Ack frame.

Octets: 3
Node Schedule

3
Broadcast Schedule
Frame Payload

variable
Payload

Table 5.6: Frame Payload field structure: broadcast data frame.
All frames contain an additional Node Schedule field of 3B. A broadcast frame, however,
uses also a next 3B of Frame Payload to store the Broadcast Schedule field (see Table 5.6).
It is important to note that the maximal payload size differs between unicast and broadcast
frames in CherrySiMAC. For unicast frames, the maximal payload size equals to 113B, for
short MAC addresses, and 101B, when extended MAC addresses are in use. For broadcast
frames it is 110B and 98B, respectively.
The Node Schedule structure format is presented in Table 5.7.
Bits: 0-3
Interval Code

4-23
Phase

Table 5.7: Node Schedule structure.
The Interval Code field describes an index in the array of available wake-up intervals
defined in the CherrySiMAC configuration. The values of the array represent numbers of a
32 KiHz timer ticks. Since intervals are predefined by the implementation, it is possible to
save space and use only a 4 bit wide array indices instead of exact lengths of intervals, which
are 4 bytes long.
The Phase field contains a node’s phase, as defined in Section 4.3.2, expressed in 32 KiHz
ticks, and is 20 bits wide. This sets the limit on a wake-up interval to about 32 seconds.
The Broadcast Schedule structure consists of three fields that are presented in Table 5.8.
The Current Index field encodes the index of a currently transmitting frame in a broadcast chain. Max Chain Index denotes the index of the last frame in the chain. Since both
fields are 4 bits wide, the maximal length of a chain is limited to 16 frames.
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Bits: 0-3
Current Index

4-7
Max Chain Index

8 - 23
Time To BC End

Table 5.8: Broadcast Schedule structure.
The Time To BC End field contains a number of 2 KiHz ticks that left to the end of a
broadcast. This number is computed by node just by taking integer division of the time left
expressed in 32 KiHz ticks by 16. Since this counter is used only to pass information from the
broadcaster on how long a receiver should sleep to wake up approximately after an ongoing
broadcast, it is allowed to reduce the resolution from 30.2us to 488us per timer tick because
this timing is not essential in terms of node synchronization.

5.6. Data frame management
CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC implementations allow multiple concurrent sending and
receiving operations to be requested. Data frames that are passed to the MAC layer are managed by the CherryBaseMACDataFramesPrv and CherrySiMACDataFramesPrv components.
Their implementation is largely based on already existing code of CherryRiMACDataFramesPrv, that provides almost all necessary functionalities. In CherryBaseMAC, its implementation has been simplified and the set of provided features reduced. In CherrySiMAC, in
turn, it has been necessary to enrich the interface to support retransmission and automatic
resynchronization.

5.6.1. Reception queue
In both CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC, the general logic of the reception queue is not
changed with respect to the CherryRiMAC implementation . The reception queue is an array
of entries organized in a circular buffer. Each entry holds a pointer to a frame buffer memory,
a pointer to a structure containing operation parameters, a flag whether a frame is used
by the radio hardware, and a status field. CherrySiMAC uses the same entry structure as
CherryRiMAC, since it also does not support any parameters for the receiving operation.
CherryBaseMAC, in contrast, supports the rx_timeout parameter. Therefore, an additional
field with options in use is added to its circular buffer entry.
A graphical representation of the reception queue is shown in Figure 5.10.
The size of the reception queue is defined in each MAC implementation as the MAX_RX_FRAMES constant. The higher-level software can get this size through a control interface using
getMaxRxFrames command.
To keep track of all frames passed to a MAC layer, three counters and three indices are
used. The Free counter says how many slots in the reception queue is free and may accept a
frame buffer from the higher-level software by a startReceivingFrame call. A frame buffer
that is passed to the MAC layer is stored in a slot that is pointed by the NextFree index.
Once a frame buffer is accepted, NextFree is moved by one, and the Free counter is decreased.
The Empty counter indicates how many free frame buffers are in the reception queue. The
InUse index points at the entry that is now used by the radio hardware or is going to be
used soon. It is considered as locked and cannot be accessed by the CPU. When the ongoing
hardware operation is finished, the frame buffer is put back with an appropriate status. The
InUse index is moved to the next empty frame buffer, thereby decreasing the Empty counter,
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Figure 5.10: Reception queue implementation.
and a current entry is added to the segment of done frames. The size of this segment is stored
in the Done counter and its beginning is pointed by the FirstDone index.
When there are any frames done in the reception queue, the MAC layer posts a task that
signals frame reception and returns the frame buffer to the higher-level software along with
the operation status.

5.6.2. Transmission queue
In this section, the implementation of the CherrySiMAC transmission queue is described.
The CherryBaseMAC’s implementation is a simplified version of the CherrySiMAC’s one.
Therefore, the simplifications are only mentioned briefly at the end of this section.
CherrySiMAC
In CherrySiMAC, the main logic of the transmission queue is the same as in CherryRiMAC.
Its implementation is more complex than just a FIFO queue. Although a FIFO algorithm is
fair in a sense that each frame added to the queue will be transmitted, this strategy may lead
to high latencies. For example, the first frame is intended to a node that wakes up as the
last one from those, whom the node has frames to send to. On the other hand, the strategy
that sends a frame to the node that wakes up first may lead to starvation in case when two
nodes operates with the same intervals and are close to each other. It may happen that the
sender does not have enough time to prepare a frame to the node that wakes up later. The
transmission queue combines these two approaches.
A graphical representation of the transmission queue implementation is shown in Figure 5.11.
The queue uses a statically allocated array of entries, whose size is configured by the
MAX_TX_FRAMES constant. The higher-level software can get the capacity of the transmission
queue by calling the getMaxTxFrames command from the control interface.
The entries in the array are organized in four linked lists: Free, Minor, Major and Done.
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Figure 5.11: The transmission queue implementation in CherrySiMAC.
The Free linked list contains all free entries that can be used to store a data frame that
is passed by the higher-level software during the startSendingFrame command call. Then,
the first entry from the Free list is taken and appended to the Minor linked list (yellow solid
line). If a frame options structure is passed along with a data frame to send, the frame
counters: tx_noroute, tx_noack, tx_busy, tx_overtake and tx_consider, are set to the
corresponding values contained in the options structure. Otherwise, the frame counters are
set to the default values, defined in the CherrySiMAC configuration.
The Minor list is used to keep entries that are selected for transmission with the shortest
time-to-send strategy. In the Major linked list, in turn, a strict FIFO policy is used.
Once the txGetNextTime command from the CherrySiMACDataFramesPrv component is
called, both Major and Minor lists are searched to choose a frame. The search starts from
the Major list. If it contains any entry, the first one is taken and marked as the first-to-send.
Otherwise, the algorithm iterates over all entries in the Minor queue and marks as the first-tosend the frame that is intended to the node that wakes up first. When the frame is selected,
its tx_consider counter is decremented. Once it drops to zero, the entry is moved to the
Done list during the next frame selection process and its operation status is set to EBUSY. A
tx_consider counter is the last chance counter that allows for recovering a frame from the
transmission queue if it is not selected for sending for a long time.
When the txLockToSend command is executed just before putting a selected frame to the
radio and if the first-to-send frame comes from the Minor list, each entry before the selected
one in the list has the tx_overtake counter decreased, and once it drops to zero, the entry
is moved from the Minor list to the Major list, where it will be selected for sending before all
other frames in the Minor list during subsequent calls to the txGetNextTime command. This
approach prevents the starvation mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Once a frame transmission has finished, the txPutLocked command is executed with
the argument corresponding to the operation status. If the status is SUCCESS, the entry is
moved immediately to the Done list, as the sending finished successfully. Otherwise, the
transmission is considered unsuccessful and the corresponding frame counter is decremented
(see Figure 5.11, the red dashed line). If any of tx_noroute, tx_noack or tx_busy counters
drops to zero, the entry is removed from the Minor list and appended to the Done list with
the appropriate operation status. These three counters allow for controlling the number of
attempts that the MAC protocol takes to deliver a data frame before returning it to the higherlevel software. It is important to note that the txPutLocked command ends the transmission
operation and the next attempt will be taken if the transmission operation is scheduled by
the dispatcher task.
When the Done list is nonempty, the MAC protocol posts tasks that process the frames
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and hand them back to the higher-level software along with their status codes. Once a frame
has been processed, its entry is appended back to the Free list, where it can be reused by
another frame.
CherryBaseMAC
In CherryBaseMAC, the transmission queue consists of only the Free, Major and Done lists.
When a data frame is passed by the higher-level software for transmission, it is appended
directly to the Major list, where a strict FIFO ordering is applied when selecting a next frame
to send. The management of the Free and Done lists is the same as in CherrySiMAC.

5.6.3. Selecting a next operation
The main role of the dispatcher task is selecting a next operation. It is done by means of the
interface provided by the data frame manager, implemented as the CherrySiMACDataFramesPrv or CherryBaseMACDataFramesPrv component.
In CherryBaseMAC, the next operation is chosen using a simple algorithm that takes into
account only the sizes of the reception and transmission queues. If the transmission queue
is nonempty, a data frame sending operation is scheduled. Otherwise, if there is any frame
buffer in the reception queue, a receiving operation is scheduled. If both queues are empty,
the dispatcher finishes its execution and the MAC layer waits for further requests from the
higher-level software.
In CherrySiMAC, the next operation is selected not only based on the sizes of the queues
but also the next reception and transmission times. By default, the dispatcher checks first
whether there are any frames in the transmission and reception queues. If there is only
one nonempty queue, the corresponding operation is scheduled. In case when both queues
contain at least one frame, the dispatcher checks the time that is left until the beginning of
each operation and selects the earlier one.
It is important to mention that broadcast frames and unicast frames that are intended
to nodes whose addresses are not in the neighbor list (i.e., thus they have to be discovered),
are scheduled for sending immediately. Therefore, the time-to-send for these frames is always
less than the time that left until the next receiving operation. This may lead to potential
starvation of the receive operation and the higher-level software should be aware of that.
The Always Listen mode that is implemented in CherrySiMAC introduces additional listening periods. At the moment of activation, a node starts receiving as soon as it has a free
frame buffer in the reception queue and stops only before a scheduled frame transmission.
After the operation, the node returns to listening.
The dispatcher has to implement also a direct transition between broadcasting and receiving, to collect broadcast frames when the broadcasting of the current node has been suppressed
by another broadcaster. The receive-now flag is introduced to this end. It may be set during a
broadcast operation and is read by the dispatcher when it selects a next operation: if the flag
is set and there are free data frame buffers to receive to, the previous policies are overridden.
Therefore, even if there is a data frame to transmit, a node starts receiving immediately.

5.6.4. CherrySiMAC transmission queue extensions
Since CherrySiMAC utilizes a part of the CherryRiMAC’s implementation, it is important to
highlight the features that have been introduced in this work.
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Attempts counters
Originally, the data frame manager component used only data frame options to decide whether
the frame should be kept in the transmission queue to be retransmitted during a next neighbor’s wake-up or returned to the higher-level software with an appropriate status. The values
in the options structure were setting the parameters of the transmission queue entries and
they allowed for controlling how many transmission operations could be attempted. However,
only a single attempt was taken per a neighbor’s wake-up.
In CherrySiMAC, a sender is responsible for discovering a receiver by constantly retransmitting a single data frame. Therefore, a need for more transmissions per single sending
operation occurred. Flexible, counter-based, implementation of retransmission control allowed for implementing neighbor the discovery feature as well as automated extending of the
retransmission window when two nodes are not exchanging frames for a long time.
Entries in the CherrySiMAC transmission queue contain two additional counters: attempts and busy_attempts. Their initial values are set when a frame is chosen as the first-tosend, inside txComputeAttemptsNumber function (see the implementation of txGetNextTime).
The function takes into account the current time, the last time of exchanging a message with
the intended node and a data frame type.2
Each time when a transmission fails, the main logic checks if a next attempt should be
taken by calling the txShouldRetransmit command, when the failure is NOACK or txShouldWaitForChannelFree, if the communication channel has been busy. Each call decreases the
corresponding counter and returns true if the counter is still above zero. Otherwise, false is
returned, and the main logic puts the locked frame with an appropriate error code back to
the transmission queue.
Timed frame locking
Frames intended to nodes that operate with the Always Listen mode enabled normally could
be picked from the transmission queue as the first-to-send instantly after a sending failure.
The failures are usually due to a high channel occupancy. This, in turn, may lead to a long
lasting transmission and receiving periods, when many nodes try to send their frames to a
single node, and the receiver is not able to send back an ACK frame. To prevent picking
continuously the same frame a timed frame locking is introduced.
It is implemented by adding the frame_lock_until field in the transmission queue entry
structure, which denotes what is the earliest time when the frame can be sent.
If the operation fails with NOACK or EBUSY status and the destination address matches a
node that operates in the Always Listen mode, the frame is locked for a time given as TX_AL_NOACK_LOCK_DELTA and TX_AL_BUSY_LOCK_DELTA constants, for NOACK and EBUSY status
respectively.

5.7. Radio adapter
All protocols from CherryMAC family use a component that creates an abstraction over
the radio hardware and provides a general interface that allows for performing all required
operations. Even though the MAC implementations exploit some of the features provided
by the chip, these functionalities are not used directly in their code. The code handling the
radio is hidden behind the interface in a specific component that controls the radio directly
and belongs to the platform code. Therefore, even if a MAC protocol takes advantage of chip
2

Whether the frame is unicast or broadcast.
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support, it could be potentially used on different platforms, if one implements an appropriate
radio adapter component providing a specific interface.

5.7.1. Radio adapter interface
In whip6, the CherryMACCC26x0Adapter interface is provided by the CherryMACCC26x0AdapterPub component, which, in turn, wires the CherryMACCC26x0AdapterPrv component
containing the adapter’s implementation, with all necessary dependencies. The interface is
shown in Table 5.9.

Transmitting

Receiving

General

CherryMACCC26x0Adapter
c Init
c claimRadio
c releaseRadio
c getRAT
c requestCCA
c startReceiving
c startReceivingFor
c startReceivingAt
c cancelReceiving
c releaseFrame
ae frameReceived
ae receivingFinished
c startSendingFrameAfter
c startSendingFrameAt
c triggerFrameTransmission
ae csmaFinished
ae sendingFinished

Table 5.9: The CherryMACCC26x0Adapter interface. c - command, ae - asynchronous event
Provided commands and events can be logically grouped into three categories: General,
Receiving and Transmitting. The first, contains commands to initialize the component (init)
and to physically turn on and off the radio hardware (claimRadio, releaseRadio), which are
crucial from the duty-cycling perspective.
The radio has its own internal timer running at the frequency of 4 MHz, called a Radio
Timer (RAT). The value of RAT can be accessed by the getRAT command. This timer is used
internally by the radio in all operations involving time, like timestamping of received frames
or scheduling and triggering low-level radio commands. All time-related arguments passed to
commands from the radio adapter interface are expressed in the RAT’s domain.
The requestCCA command starts clear channel assessment (CCA) and returns different
channel occupancy indicators, like the current RSSI3 or whether the channel is considered
busy according to built-in algorithms.
The second and third parts provide split-phase interfaces that allow for controlling the
reception and transmission operations asynchronously.
3
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI): it is an indicator of the power carried by the received radio
signal.
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5.7.2. Receiving interface
An illustration of the receiving interface is shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Receiving operation - usage of the radio adapter interface.
When the radio is turned on by claimRadio, the startReceiving command can start
receiving into a given frame buffer immediately. In contrast, startReceivingFor may be
used to start receiving only for a given number of RAT ticks. Finally, startReceivingAt
may be used to schedule receiving to start at a specific moment in time.
A receiving operation uses the CMD_IEEE_RX command defined by the RFCore subsystem.
It also specifies the format of structures used by this command, which are shown in Figure 5.13
and Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.13: Standard usage of the reception queue in the RFCore firmware.

Figure 5.14: CherryMAC Radio Adapter: a ring-buffer formed from a single Data Entry.
The CMD_IEEE_RX command structure has to contain a valid pointer to the Data Entry
Queue structure, that contains two pointers: one to the current Data Entry and one to the
tail of the queue. Data Entries form a linked-list. Each entry contains a current status,
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information whether it is idle, currently using by the radio, or the current receiving has
finished and it indicates its result.
The config field describes additional receiving data frame format and its storage. It is
set up to use the data filed as a pointer to a frame buffer (the rfcore_frame_t structure).
Its size is described by the length field.
When receiving is ongoing, the current Data Entry is in use. All received bytes are stored in
the frame buffer. It must not be used by the CPU until frameReceived or receivingFinished
event is signalled. The former indicates that the frame has been received into the buffer and
it will not be touched by the radio anymore. The status field is changed and the current entry
field in Data Entry Queue is moved to the next entry. The latter informs that all ongoing
operations on the radio have been finished and the radio is now idle. The CPU can thus
access and modify all structures.
In the CherryMAC radio adapter, however, the Data Entry Queue is used in another way
(see Figure 5.14). The list now consists of the only one Data Entry structure, that points
to itself forming a loop. Once the current buffer is not in use or has been used, it may be
exchanged with a new one by executing the releaseFrame command, where a pointer to the
new buffer is passed as an argument. Then, the data field value is replaced with the new
pointer, and the status field is reset to idle, allowing the radio to continue receiving.
The receiving operation can stop due to a timeout defined by the end trigger type and
end time fields, or can be aborted by the cancelReceiving command. This option should be
used with caution though, because it may cancel other ongoing operations, like a transmission
or CSMA-CA.

5.7.3. Transmission interface
The last part of the CherryMACCC26x0Adapter interface allows for controlling sending. An
example of the interface usage is shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Transmission operation - usage of the radio adapter interface.
Before starting a transmission operation, a background receiving operation has to be
running. Then, startSendingAt and startSendingAfter may be used to schedule a frame
transmission: at a given moment in time or after a given time expressed in RAT ticks,
respectively. These commands configure the RFCore command chain consisting of the CMD_IEEE_CSMA and CMD_IEEE_TX commands.
The CMD_IEEE_CSMA command is started first upon a start trigger that is set up to fire at
the time given as the command argument. Then, the receiving operation is suspended and
the CSMA-CA operation is performed. If it finishes successfully, the communication channel
is free and this situation is signaled with the csmaFinished event.
The event provides a boolean flag that indicates whether it is required to call the triggerFrameTransmission command, since it is possible to start a sending operation using a
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configuration that skips CSMA-CA or starts a data frame transmission immediately after the
CMD_IEEE_CSMA command. The additional transmission triggering is added to provide lockfree read and write access to the data frame that has been passed to the radio just before the
transmission.
After accessing the communication channel, the node has a short time window to compute
its phase and store it in the data frame. The time from starting phase computations to
transmitting a start-of-frame-delimiter can be considered constant, and thus eliminated during
the estimation of the neighbor’s last wake-up time (see Section 4.3.3).
During the CMD_IEEE_TX command execution, receiving is suspended again and the frame
is physically sent over the radio. The RFCore receives a pointer only to a MAC header and a
payload. The frame checksum is computed and appended automatically by the firmware. It
also wraps the MAC frame in the PHY frame.
Upon transmission completion, the radio raises an interrupt that is translated to the
adapter’s sendingFinished event and returns to its background operation, where it waits for
an incoming ACK frame.
When an ACK frame is received, the frameReceived event is signalled. Now, even though
receiving is ongoing, the radio cannot accept any frame, because the Data Entry structure in
the RFCore receiving queue contains a non-idle status code.
The transmission procedure is finished with the cancelReceiving command that stops
all ongoing operations. When receivingFinished is signalled the radio may be released to
save energy.

5.8. Broadcast chain
An important CherrySiMAC feature is a broadcast chain. The MAC protocol can send multiple data frames during a single broadcast cycle, thereby saving time and energy when delivering data that is larger than the capacity of a single data frame. A broadcast chain transmission
request uses the same interface as a unicast frame (see Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16: CherrySiMAC: Broadcast Chain structure.
When requesting a transmission, it is required to pass to the startSendingFrame command a data frame pointer (chrmac_dframe_info_t*) and ,optionally, a pointer to the
chrmac_frame_option_t structure. The latter contains the tx_broadcast_chain field, that
may contain a pointer to a linked list of chrmac_broadcast_chain_entry_t structures. Each
of them, in turn, holds a pointer to the consecutive data frame in the broadcast chain.
Passing the chain through the frame options structure allows for easily integrating sending
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of a broadcast chain with sending of unicast frames using the same interface. The usage of
broadcast chain entries is described in Section 5.9.2.

5.9. Control Flow
In this section, a detailed description of the CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC logic is
presented. In Section 5.3, it was shown that the dispatcher task is the heart of a statemachine, which decides what operation should be executed next. The following subsections
present the control flow of particular operations for each of the two MAC implementations.

5.9.1. CherryBaseMAC
Simplified flow control graphs of receiving, unicasting and broadcasting in the CherryBaseMAC
implementation are shown in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, respectively. The
graphs assume that a particular operation is selected for execution and the flow starts from
the dispatcher node. A solid-line edge represents a direct call and a dashed-line edge — an
indirect call, like posting a task or continuing the execution in a signalled event. Events are
denoted as red nodes of a rectangular shape.
Receiving
In the receiving operation (see Figure 5.17), once the dispatcher selects it for the execution,
the radio is claimed and receiving into a frame buffer is started. By default, the radio listens
until a valid frame data frame is received. The node rejects frames that are not data frames
or that are not intended for the receiver.

Figure 5.17: CherryBaseMAC - control flow of the receiving operation.
Once a valid data frame is received, its source address is copied into the ACK frame
template stored in the node’s memory, and the ACK frame is sent back. The radio adapter
component signals the end of transmission with the sendingFinished event. Then, a radio
operation stop is requested. When the radio signals that all operations have been finished,
it is released, and the dispatcher task is posted. If the node receives a broadcast frame, it
requests a radio operation stop immediately.
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A data frame may also be passed with the options structure. The receiving operation
supports a listening time parameter. Its value represents a duration expressed in the number
of 32 KiHz timer ticks. If set, the radio stops listening when the fired event of the main
timer is signalled. Then, the radio operation stop is requested and the control returns to the
dispatcher task.
CherryBaseMAC does not implement the Always Listen mode. However, its default behavior is almost alike. The difference is that the radio listens until a data frame is received and
it cannot be preempted by requesting a transmission. It is up to a higher-level software to decide, when the receiving should be canceled to start the transmission, since CherryBaseMAC is
designed just to provide a basic medium access control and thus leaving operation scheduling
for a higher-level software.

Transmission

Figure 5.18: CherryBaseMAC - control flow of the transmission operation.
The transmission operation (see Figure 5.18) also starts with claiming the radio. Once
the data frame is selected, the transmission starts. It consists of two stages, the CSMA-CA
procedure and the proper frame transmission. However, only the sendingFinished event is
signalled. This event provides a result of the entire operation: SUCCESS, if the frame has been
transmitted successfully, or EBUSY, if CSMA-CA failed.
When the data frame has been sent successfully, the radio starts listening for an ACK
frame. It drops all invalid frames, until it receives the valid one or the main timer fires due
to the ACK listening timeout. If a valid ACK frame has been received, the radio stop is
requested, and execution is returned to the dispatcher.
In contrast, a CSMA-CA failure or an ACK frame listening timeout cause the MAC
protocol to retransmit the frame, as long as the retransmission counter is greater than zero.
If so, the radio starts the transmission again; otherwise a radio stop is requested, and the
dispatcher task is posted.
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Figure 5.19: CherryBaseMAC - control flow of the broadcasting.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (see Figure 5.19) is a simplified version of unicasting. It attempts to send a
data frame in exactly the same way and also maintains the retransmission counter. The only
difference is that after a successful transmission the radio is stopped immediately, since a
broadcast frame does not require an acknowledgement.

5.9.2. CherrySiMAC
The logic of CherrySiMAC is more complex than CherryBaseMAC’s. Beside an introduction
of radio duty-cycling, the MAC protocol provides node synchronization and a flexible way to
control frame retransmission.
Receiving
The logic of data frame receiving is shown in Figure 5.20. The execution starts when the
dispatcher selects a data frame buffer to receive to and schedules a reception. The main timer
fires just before a start-of-listening time. The radio is then claimed and receiving is started
for a period given by the RX_DATA_LISTEN_DURATION constant. If no frame is received in this
period, the main timer fires due to a RX TIMEOUT and stops the radio. The radio is then
released and a sleep request flag is checked. If sleep has been requested due to a broadcast
frame reception, the radio goes to sleep and the main timer is armed to fire at the end of a
neighbor’s broadcast. When the main timer fires, the execution returns to the dispatcher.
If any frame is received during the listening period, it is checked if the data frame is
valid. Invalid frames are ignored. If the data frame is valid, its destination address is checked.
When the frame has been broadcast, the broadcasting node’s schedule and broadcast schedule
data is retrieved. Subsequently, a sleep until the end of the nearby broadcast operation is
requested. The receiver also updates the set of received frames in the broadcast chain and if
all known chains are completed, a radio stop is requested. Otherwise, the MAC layer checks
if there is a free data frame buffer in the reception queue. Having no free space for the next
incoming frame means that the radio has to stop the receiving anyway. Otherwise, the main
timer is armed again and new listening is started.
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Figure 5.20: CherrySiMAC - control flow of the receiving operation.
Once a unicast frame is received, a sender node’s schedule is retrieved, and an ACK frame
is prepared for sending back. The sending begins with CSMA-CA. A free channel is signaled
by the csmaFinished event from the radio adapter. At this point, the receiver’s phase is
computed and put into the ACK frame. When the ACK frame’s memory is modified, a
transmission is triggered.
After a successful transmission the sendingFinished event is raised. Then, the node
checks if there is any free buffer in the reception queue. The further execution path is as
described before.
During an ACK frame sending it may happen that the communication channel is busy.
It is signaled by the EBUSY operation status provided in the sendingFinished event. The
received data frame is dropped then, as the sender will try to deliver it again, and the data
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frame buffer is reused during the next listening, that starts again immediately.
Transmission
The transmission procedure in CherrySiMAC is presented in Figure 5.21. The operation starts
when the dispatcher selects a unicast data frame to transmit. Along with the data frame comes
the information on what is the next wake-up time of the node for which the frame is intended.
The transmission is scheduled with a random offset to prevent multiple senders from colliding
each time when the receiver wakes up (see Section 4.3.5). When the main timer fires, the radio
is claimed and a start of the sending procedure is requested. It starts with the CSMA-CA
procedure. If the communication channel is clear, the csmaFinished event is signalled and
the current phase is put into the data frame. Then, the transmission command is triggered.
The sendingFinished event informs that the hardware has finished the transmission, and
the radio can start listening for an ACK frame. It waits for a time given by the TX_ACK_LISTEN_DURATION constant. The radio ignores invalid frames, and once a correct ACK frame
is received, the frame buffer is returned to the higher-level software. The MAC protocol checks
if the transmission queue contains a frame intended for the same node. If such a frame exists,
it is locked and the sending procedure is repeated immediately. Otherwise, a radio stop is
requested.
The sending procedure fails when the channel is busy or when no ACK frame is received
during the listening period. In the former case, the CSMA-CA procedure fails and the sendingFinished event is signalled with the EBUSY status. If the busy_attempts counter is zero,
the procedure stops and the frame sending finishes with the EBUSY error code. Otherwise, the
counter is decremented and the main timer is armed to fire after a ‘busy wait’ period. When
the main timer fires, the frame transmission is restarted.
The same mechanism is applied in the no ACK reception case. If the main timer fires
during ACK listening, the attempts counter is decremented. If it is zero already, no more
attempts can be made. Therefore, the transmission stops with the NOROUTE or NOACK error
code. The error code is chosen upon the current content of the neighbor list. The NOROUTE
error code means that there no route has been discovered to the intended node, and is returned
when no ACK frame has been received after transmitting a frame over the time of the longest
available wake-up interval. The NOACK error code is dedicated for undelivered frames that are
intended for a node whose address exists in the sender’s neighbor list.
Broadcasting
The last operation provided by the CherrySiMAC protocol is data frame broadcasting. A graph
representing its control flow is shown in Figure 5.22.
The broadcasting operation starts almost immediately after selecting a data frame. There
is only a short random period of time to wait due to the randomization of the start of
transmission. Once the main timer fires, the radio is claimed and the broadcasting start time
is saved. Before starting CSMA-CA, the current frame index in a broadcast chain and the
chain length is updated in the data frame’s broadcast schedule fields. Once this is done,
CSMA-CA starts.
If the communication channel is free, the csmaFinished event is signalled. Here, beside
the node schedule, the time left to the end of the broadcasting operation is updated in a
broadcast schedule structure. Then, the transmission is triggered and the data frame is sent.
The sendingFinished event signals that the transmission operation has finished. First, if
the broadcasting time has been exceeded, the radio stop is requested. Otherwise, the sending
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Figure 5.21: CherrySiMAC - control flow of the transmission operation.
status is checked. If it is successful, the next frame in the broadcast chain is loaded into the
radio and the sending procedure starts again.
When sending fails due to a busy channel, the node first checks if the current broadcast
time is greater than the broadcast stop threshold time. If the threshold has been exceeded,
the broadcasting cannot be stopped and the node continues until its broadcasting time is up.
Otherwise, the busy_attempts counter is decreased. If the counter is greater than zero, the
radio takes the next attempt, but first goes to sleep for a “busy wait” period. Once the main
timer fires, the sending starts again.
When the busy_attempts counter drops to zero, the broadcasting procedure is aborted,
because it is highly probable that there are other broadcasting nodes. To learn for how long
the radio should go to sleep, the node needs to receive any broadcast frame. If the reception
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Figure 5.22: CherrySiMAC - control flow of the broadcasting.
queue is nonempty, the operation is switched directly to receiving that handles already that
case. Otherwise, the node needs to receive a single frame to the internal buffer. Once the
node gets a data frame, it reads the contained broadcast schedule, requests sleep and stops
the radio. After the radio is released, it is checked if sleep has been requested, and either the
radio goes to sleep or the dispatcher is posted immediately.

5.10. Always Listen
In both, CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC, a node can listen for incoming frames continuously for a long time. CherryBaseMAC’s implementation does not contain any additional
listening mode beside standard receiving. The default behavior of the operation corresponds
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to continuously waiting for an incoming frame and it is up to the higher-level software to decide whether it should stop or continue receiving. In CherrySiMAC, the higher-level software
can just switch the Always Listen mode on and off, and the MAC protocol automatically adds
extra listening whenever possible.
Upon request, the mode is activated or deactivated when the MAC protocol is idle. If
enableAlwaysListen has been called, the MAC protocol sets the alwaysListenReq flag and
follows the rules below.
When the next selected operation is receiving, the radio is turned on to start the operation
immediately, if it has not been started yet. Otherwise, the MAC protocol’s state returns to
the idle state, since the receiving operation is ongoing already. The listening is running until
there are free data frame buffers in the reception queue. When the queue runs out of frames
the operation stops and it is started again upon the next startReceivingFrame call.
When the transmission operation is selected, it is scheduled, but enabling the extra receiving before the transmission depends on the time that left to its start. If it is greater than
the TX_MIN_TIME_TO_START_AL constant, the extra receiving is started immediately to utilize
that time. When the main timer fires, it stops the ongoing listening and starts a standard
transmission operation. When it is finished, the radio returns to the receiving.
To deactivate the Always Listen mode the node has to call the disableAlwaysListen
method.

5.11. Timings
Both CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC define constants, than control the timing of their
processes. The implementation of CherryBaseMAC uses only two. They are shown in Table 5.10.
Constant name
TX_RETRY_DELAY_MS
LISTEN_FOR_ACK_MS

Value (ms)
5
2

Description
Frame retransmission interval
ACK listening duration

Table 5.10: CherryBaseMAC timing constants.
TX_RETRY_DELAY_MS is measured from the end of a failed transmission to the beginning
of a next one. The transmission failure may be caused by no ACK frame reception or not
accessing the communication medium. It has been chosen to not retransmit the frame when
potentially another node has started its own transmission and occupies the communication
channel. LISTEN_FOR_ACK_MS is, in turn, a listening duration for an ACK frame after a
completed transmission. This period is enough to capture a whole ACK frame with about
1 ms margin.
The CherrySiMAC protocol defines a set of available wake-up intervals, that can be selected by nodes in the network (see Table 5.11). Each interval has a corresponding code that
is used to pass information about a node’s schedule to its neighbor in the Node Schedule
structure (see Table 5.7).
To be efficient, CherrySiMAC requires that nodes are tightly synchronized with their
neighbors. To reach this goal, different time constants have to be introduced and estimated in
order to keep the nodes synchronized over time, that is, to compensate for different parts of
the MAC protocol execution when computing the neighbor’s last wake-up time or estimating
a node’s own phase before starting a transmission.
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Constant name
INTERVAL_AL
INTERVAL_1S
INTERVAL_3S
INTERVAL_5S
INTERVAL_7S

Value (32 KiHz ticks)
0
33000
98000
163000
229000

Approximate duration
1s
3s
5s
7s

Interval code
0
1
2
3
4

Table 5.11: CherrySiMAC: wake-up intervals.
Table 5.12 and Table 5.14 present important time constants used in the CherrySiMAC
protocol. They are defined in a separate configuration file to ease the process of parameter
adjustment.
The value of RX_DATA_LISTEN_DURATION defines the shortest possible radio duty-cycle (see
Section 4.3.12) for a network consisting of nodes that use the CherrySiMAC protocol. The
value takes into account other constants: LONGEST_FRAME_TX_TIME, MAX_DATA_FRAME_CSMA_DURATION, TX_ACK_LISTEN_DURATION and TX_ACK_WAIT_DEVIATION.
According to Equation 4.8, the right hand side equals to 469 ticks. In order to get rid of
short-time timer misalignments a margin has been added. Therefore, the duration of a data
frame listening equals to 480 ticks, which corresponds to about 14.6 ms. Having this value,
it is possible to predict the lowest possible radio duty-cycle for each wake-up interval defined
in CherrySiMAC using Equation 4.10. The results are shown in Table 5.13. For the shortest
possible wake-up interval, the node can operate with duty-cycle of about 1.5%. When the
interval is increased, the minimal duty-cycle may drop down to 0.21%.
The MAC protocol may also be reconfigured if a longer wake-up periods are required to
save more energy, when the estimated network traffic is supposed to be low. The configuration
can store up to 16 wake-up intervals, whose duration is limited to about 32 seconds.
As there are free slots left in the wake-up period configuration, only five intervals have been
defined for the following reasons. First, to match with the configuration of CherryRiMAC,
that will simplify the MAC protocols performance comparison during evaluations. Second,
as broadcasting requires transmitting a frame for at least the time of the longest available
interval, a 7 s period seems to be a good tradeoff between broadcasting duration and a range
of available wake-up periods.
The longest and the shortest frame transmission times were calculated based on the format
of PHY layer and MAC layer frames (see Section 5.5). The longest PHY frame that can be
transmitted has 133B, where a synchronization header is 5 bytes, 1 byte is for the MAC frame
length, and its maximal length is, in turn, 127 bytes. It is important that the radio provides
a data rate of 250 kbits/sec, which, in turn, is 4 us/bit or 32 us/byte. This implies that the
transmission duration of the longest possible frame equals to 4256 us. For a timer frequency
of 32 KiHz, it is approximately 140 ticks.
The shortest frame corresponds to an ACK frame that contains a MAC header and the
Node Schedule structure. The header has the size of 9 bytes for short addresses and 21 bytes
for extended addresses, the payload is 3 bytes long, and the footer size is 2 bytes. Finally,
the frame size is 19 bytes or 31 bytes, depending on the selected address type. It translates
accordingly to 20 and 33 ticks of the main timer. Currently, the timing constants are the
same for both short and extended addresses. However, it is possible to fine-tune them for
short addresses and choose a correct set of constants in compile time.
The value of TX_MAX_RANDOM_DELAY is chosen to give senders enough time to randomize
their start-of-transmission moments and ensure that the longest frame can be delivered during
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Constant name

Value
(32 KiHz
ticks)
480
140
42

Value
(ms)

Description

14.6
4.27
1.28

TX_ACK_LISTEN_DURATION
TX_ACK_WAIT_DEVIATION

134
13

4.08
0.39

SHORTEST_FRAME_TX_TIME

33

1.00

TX_MAX_RANDOM_DELAY

143

4.36

TX_MIN_TIME_TO_START_AL

200

6.10

TX_BUSY_WAIT_DURATION

268

8.17

BC_DURATION
BC_CONTINUE_THRESHOLD
BC_RANDOM_DELAY

251900
6250
137

7687
190
4.18

TX_AL_BUSY_LOCK_DELTA

137

4.18

TX_AL_NOACK_LOCK_DELTA

1360

41.5

TX_BUSY_WAIT_DEVIATION

31

0.94

Data frame listening time
Transmission time of the longest frame
The longest possible duration of
CSMA-CA before a data frame
transmission
ACK listen duration
The longest random part of ACK
listening
Transmission time of the shortest
frame
Longest duration of random delay
before transmission
Minimal mount of time before
transmission to start the Always
Listen mode
Wait duration after detecting a busy
communication channel (“busy wait”)
Broadcast frame transmission duration
Broadcast transmission time threshold
Longest duration of random delay
before broadcasting
Data frame lock duration due to busy
channel when addressed to node in
Always Listen mode
Data frame lock duration due to
NOACK status when addressed to
node in Always Listen mode
The longest random part of “busy
wait”

RX_DATA_LISTEN_DURATION
LONGEST_FRAME_TX_TIME
MAX_DATA_FRAME_CSMA_DURATION

Table 5.12: Timing constants in CherrySiMAC - listening and transmission control.
node’s single wake-up. Therefore, its value is equal to LONGEST_FRAME_TX_TIME with a 3 ticks
long margin.
Table 5.14 contains the timing constants that are used during CherrySiMAC operations
scheduling.
SCHEDULE_RX_AHEAD and SCHEDULE_TX_AHEAD are used to compute the time of the next
operation taking into account that the main timer may not fire exactly at the time before the
operation that is required to initialize it. This is probable, because the timer’s code is executed
in a task context and its execution may be preempted by an interrupt handler. Therefore, to
ensure that the node wakes up early enough the margin (DISPATCH_MARGIN) is added, to the
estimated time of starting the reception and the transmission operation, WAKE_UP_BEFORE_RX
and WAKE_UP_BEFORE_TX respectively.
The fact that the timer’s code is executed in a task context have to be also taken into
considerations when developing applications for the whip6 operating system, as they cannot
contain long lasting tasks, that could prevent execution of the timer’s event.
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Constant name
INTERVAL_AL
INTERVAL_1S
INTERVAL_3S
INTERVAL_5S
INTERVAL_7S

Approximate duration
1s
3s
5s
7s

Minimal duty-cycle
100%
1.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.21%

Table 5.13: CherrySiMAC: the lowest radio duty-cycle estimation.
The time that is required to successfully initialize listening or a transmission is denoted as
constants whose names begin with the AWOKEN_BEFORE prefix. These values are used depending
on the situation. AWOKEN_BEFORE_RX and AWOKEN_BEFORE_RX_AL are delays required to power
on the radio when the Always Listen mode is turned off and on, respectively. These are the
sum of CLAIM_DURATION and START_RECEIVING_DURATION. An initialization of a transmission
takes longer, because there are additional steps to perform. AWOKEN_BEFORE_TX_CLAIMED is
shorter by CLAIM_DURATION than AWOKEN_BEFORE_TX, since in the former case the radio is
assumed to be claimed.
Since ‘awoken before’ times are a bare minimum required to initialize the respective operations, an additional margin is added (WAKE_UP_MARGIN) to compensate for the main timer
handler execution (TIMER_FIRED_DURATION) and the start receiving duration.
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Constant name

Value
(ms)

SCHEDULE_RX_AHEAD

Value
(32 KiHz
ticks)
135

SCHEDULE_TX_AHEAD

148

4.51

WAKE_UP_BEFORE_TX
WAKE_UP_BEFORE_RX
DISPATCH_MARGIN
AWOKEN_BEFORE_TX

58
45
90
43

1.77
1.37
2.74
1.31

AWOKEN_BEFORE_TX_CLAIMED

28

0.85

AWOKEN_BEFORE_RX

30

0.91

AWOKEN_BEFORE_RX_AL

30

0.91

CLAIM_DURATION
START_RECEIVING_DURATION
WAKE_UP_MARGIN

25
5
15

0.76
0.15
0.45

TIMER_FIRED_DURATION

10

0.30

4.11

Description

Time to schedule listening ahead to
compensate dispatcher task
Time to schedule transmission ahead
to compensate dispatcher task
Time before transmission
Time before receiving
Operation dispatching margin
Powering up the radio and initializing
transmission
Initializing transmission when the
radio is already claimed
Powering up the radio and receiving
initialization
Powering up the radio and receiving
initialization in Always Listen mode
Time spent on claiming the Radio
Start receiving procedure duration
Time margin for scheduling Rx/Tx
operations
MainTimer.fired call duration

Table 5.14: Timing constants in CherrySiMAC - operation scheduling.

5.12. Retransmission window expansion
As CherrySiMAC implements the retransmission window expansion mechanism to keep a
node synchronized, it also important to discuss the parameters that controls the process.
The retransmission window expansion parameters are defined as the following constants:
• MIN_TX_UNICAST_ATTEMPTS = 10,
• MIN_TX_UNICAST_BUSY_ATTEMPTS = 10,
• DESYNC_SCALE = 7536640 (32 KiHz ticks, about 230 s),
• TX_UNICAST_ATTEMPTS_INCREMENT_LIMIT = 50,
• ATTEMPTS_PER_DESYNC_SCALE = 3.
The MIN_TX_UNICAST_ATTEMPTS and MIN_TX_UNICAST_BUSY_ATTEMPTS are the initial values for the attempts and busy_attempts counters. When frames are exchanged between
nodes in the range of a, so called, “very rare” events scale (see Appendix B), this number of
attempts is enough to keep node synchronized (see the results of the synchronization decay
experiment in Section 6.5.7). To keep the node synchronized when it exchanges messages
“very rarely”, with each DESYNC_SCALE interval that fits in the time from the last schedule
exchange with the intended node, extra ATTEMPTS_PER_DESYNC_SCALE attempts are added to
the counters before starting a frame transmission. The DESYNC_SCALE value has been obtained experimentally as the time required to desynchronize node’s 32 KiHz timer by more
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than the time of the longest MAC frame transmission. When the number of extra attempts
reaches TX_UNICAST_ATTEMPTS_INCREMENT_LIMIT, a node ignores its neighbor’s schedule data
and starts the neighbor discovery process.
The limit is set to invalidate the neighbor list entries that are older than about an hour,
because if a sender performs a neighbor discovery once per hour his duty-cycle is equal to
0.19% 4 , that is less that the minimal possible duty-cycle for a node operating with 7 s interval
(see Table 5.13).

5.13. Testing and Debugging
The implementation of the CherryMAC family protocols was challenging in terms of code
complexity, as well as debugging and testing. During the development process it was hard to
establish a proper testing workflow. In theory, some modules were suitable for unit-testing,
but in practice preparation of different mocks for real hardware was too much of an overhead.
Most of the code is tightly coupled with the timer or the radio events, and the code that
controls the radio has to deal with the real phenomena, which need not be deterministic.
Therefore, to perform some test cases, dedicated whip6 applications were prepared and ran
on CherryMote devices.
The implementation process of the MAC protocols was as follows. First, the core logic
was prepared to ensure that frame selection and the operation dispatching work correctly.
In the second stage, frame reception and unicast transmission were implemented, along with
a required radio adapter. After ensuring that the implementation did not have any serious
flaws, broadcast frame transmission was introduced and tested. The third stage brought the
broadcast chain feature, which was relatively easy to implement having a solid basis. At the
end, the Always Listen mode was introduced.

5.13.1. CherryMAC logger
The first stage of the implementation process was relatively easy to test and debug, because
the code did not use any communication primitives. Therefore, a well-known printf-based
debugging could be used to ensure that the base logic worked correctly. The CherryMote
platform, described in detail in Section 6.1, is built in such a way that printf statements are
redirected to a serial port, which, in turn, is captured and uploaded onto a central server or
can be read over SSH.
For the purpose of logging different kinds of events, a set of various logging macros was
created and collected in a single header file (CherryMACLogger.h). The provided macros
were as follows: LOG_ERROR, LOG_WARN, LOG_INFO, LOG_DEBUG, and LOG_XDEBUG. The header
was included in a module implementation and allowed for choosing a required logging level
at compile time. The logging statements of a lower severity level were not emitted in the
assembly code. Therefore, they did not introduce any execution overhead, and were left in
the production code.
This method of debugging a code worked perfectly for single-device experiments or when
a number of events to log was small. However, the next stages of the development process required a tool that would allow for synchronizing many devices and tracking the code execution
on them with a frequency higher that 32 KiHz, which the main timer runs with.
4

7s
3600s

× 100% ≈ 0.19%
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5.13.2. Code execution tracking
To ease code development and testing at the later stages, a special hardware-software platform,
called low-level experiments equipment (lowlee), was designed and built. The hardware part
was based on logic analyzers that were connected to microprocessors’ pins and registering
their state with a frequency up to 2 MHz. It also provided an external triggering source
that allowed for synchronizing up to six CherryMotes. The data from the logic analyzers
were gathered on a laptop. The software part consisted of nesC modules, which allowed for
directly interfacing the experimental setup with a nesC application by a hardware abstraction
layer (HAL), and a program written in Python, which controlled the experiments, thereby
automating testing on a small fleet of CherryMote devices. A detailed description of lowlee’s
hardware part is provided in Appendix A. Here, in contrast, we describe its software part.
On the whip6’s side, three module were implemented: AnalyzerLinesPub, ExternalAsyncTirggerLinePub, and ExternalSyncTriggerLinePub. The first one allocated a set of 8 general purpose input-output (GPIO) microcontroller’s pins on a few platforms supported in
whip6: cc2650dk, cherry-v4, and cherry-v5. When using the module, these GPIO pins
were used as outputs and were connected to a logic analyzer device that capture their state.
AnalyzerLinesPub also provided an interface for changing the state of each of the eight lines
from low to high and high to low.
This code debugging method was limited to eight channels that would be in only two states.
However, the cost of changing a GPIO state is orders of magnitude faster than formatting
a text and printing it on a serial port, because the state of the GPIO line is changed by a
single write operation to the corresponding register. This feature allowed for observing all
radio events that happened on the chip with a high precision, since the logic analyzer device
could capture a signal of a frequency up to 2 MHz.
ExternalAsyncTriggerLinePub and ExternalSyncTriggerLinePub provided an abstraction of an external trigger source. They defined one of the microprocessor’s GPIO pins as
input on the whip6 platforms mentioned before. After arming the trigger, an application
could wait for the external signal. In ExternalAsyncTriggerLinePub, the triggered event
was signalled, when the state of the input pin was changed. In ExternalSyncTriggerLinePub,
a busy-wait approach was implemented, where an application waited in the while loop for
the pin’s state to change. In test applications, the busy-wait mechanism was used, because it
provided a faster response to a signal change: signalling an event requires in contrast changing
the CPU context from task to interrupt handler and performing extra code.
The lowlee platform was used for testing and debugging at the remaining stages of CherryMAC family implementations. Thanks to its features, like an external triggering of nodes
and their synchronization with the logic analyzers, it was possible to capture communication
events between four nodes. A sample of signals recorded during the tests is presented in
Figure 5.23.
The figure shows a part of the gtkwave [24] application window. Is is a popular opensource application for analyzing digital signals. The lowlee platform recorded signals from
the logic analyzers and merged them into a single file after an experiment. The experiment’s
configuration file contained entries that customized signal lines labels, as well as a name of
each logic analyzer that was bound to a CherryMote. After merging the recorded signals,
they would be viewed as <NAME>_<SIGNAL LABEL> in the Signals section on the left side of
the image. The recorded signals came from four devices from the 1k testbed [25]: 040, 041,
042 and 048. The channels they provided are as follows: RADIO_ON — the radio is claimed,
CSMA — the CSMA-CA procedure is ongoing, RADIO_TX — the radio transmission command
is ongoing, RX_WAITING — radio listening is active.
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Figure 5.23: Signals captured from four nodes in the configuration: one receiver (042 - purple), three senders (040 - blue, 041 - red, 048 green). Node 048 delivers a frame to 042 at second attempt.

In the picture, at moment A (the first orange dashed line) node 042 wakes up. A fraction
of a millisecond later, it claims the radio and starts listening. A few moments before moment
A, node 048 wakes up and starts its CSMA-CA procedure at moment B after a random delay.
After 0.45 ms, at moment C, it stops and prepares a frame for transmission. The transmission
starts after approximately 0.18 ms, at moment D, and ends at moment E.
In the meantime, nodes 040 and 041 start their transmissions as well and access the
communication medium, probably because they have not measured a high enough energy
level on the channel. When node 048 finishes its transmission at moment E, the receiving
node sends an ACK frame back (moment F), performing CSMA-CA before. This time, the
delivery fails, and node 048 continues its receiving until the end of the ACK receiving period.
The reason for the delivery failure is probably noise that come from the other two senders:
040 and 041. At moment G, node 048 starts its transmission procedure again, checks the
channel, and then starts the actual frame transmission. This time, the frame is delivered
(moment I). The same is true for the ACK frame, since node 048 stops its ACK listening at
the same moment as node 042 finishes its transmission (moment J).
Thanks to such automation of running tests on CherryMote devices, the lowlee platform
also allowed for discovering a critical bug in the RFCore driver code. The code is used by
whip6 and provided by the Texas Instruments company along with their chips. During the
development process of receiving and unicast transmission operations, the nodes behaved
strangely: they were restarting from time to time when multiple devices were sending MAC
frames every few milliseconds. An automated series of tests using lowlee showed that when
the network traffic was high, the nodes missed interrupt signals from the RFCore hardware,
and the MAC protocol’s state machine was hanging at some point.
An examination of the vendor’s source code where the hardware interrupt from the RFCore
subsystem is handled revealed that the code responsible for reading the interrupt mask was
completely wrong. The error and its fix is available as a commit to the whip6 repository on
GitHub [26]. A place, where the error was found, is presented in Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.24: Incorrect interrupt flag handling found and corrected in whip6.
When the Command Packet Engine (CPE) signals an interrupt, the CPU invokes the
RFCCpeIntGetAndClear function, that should read the interrupt vector mask, clear those
interrupts that have been latched in the ui32Ifg variable, and after making sure that the
captured interrupts are cleared, return the mask. However, originally the interrupt register
was cleared completely by assigning zero to it. When the radio had to handle high traffic, from
time to time, it happened that between the moment of latching the mask and checking the
while loop condition, a new interrupt signal appeared, which was not latched in the ui32Ifg
variable. The new release of TI’s drivers incorporated to whip6 fixed that error.
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5.13.3. Timer issues
In the evaluation stage, another issue in the whip6 operating system has been discovered.
The problem was initially observed during CherrySiMAC stress tests in the implementation
stage, but the root of cause has not been discovered then, and only temporary fixes has
been applied. As it turned out later, during evaluations, the issue was still there since all
CherryMAC protocols behaved weirdly.
During MAC protocols performance tests, when a high number of frames per second was
issuing to send, all millisecond resolution timers used in an application were entering a tight
loop and signalling their fired events with a frequency about a millisecond, even if one timer
has been set at 1 Hz and the other at 10 ms.
Further investigations and testing of different parts of the whip6 code showed that when a
millisecond resolution timer is exchanged with a 32 KiHz one, the problem is gone. A probable
reason of issues is hidden in the implementation of the TimerScalerPub component, which
is the intermediate component between a millisecond and 32 KiHz timer, as the former is
derived from the latter by scaling the original built-in chip’s real-time clock (RTC) frequency
of 32 KiHz by 32.
At the time of this work, the issue has been detected and signalled to other whip6 contributors.

5.14. Contribution to the CherryRiMAC implementation
Although the CherryRiMAC implementation was ready and tested at the moment of starting
this work, the unification process of CherryMAC family protocols required additional changes.
The first important modification was wiring the new radio adapter component to CherryRiMAC that supports CSMA-CA. However, this feature is still not available, since adding
additional CSMA-CA stage in CherryRiMAC sending logic would require significant changes
in its state machine.
The second change was enabling support for short MAC addresses, since initially CherryRiMAC supported only extended MAC addresses.
The last contribution to the CherryRiMAC implementation was changing interfaces and
adding missing commands, which were introduced in both CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC, like setting up a local address, or accessing radio usage data.
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Chapter 6

Preliminary evaluation
In this chapter, an evaluation of CherryBaseMAC and CherrySiMAC is presented. As the
MAC protocols have been initially tested during the development stage, we already checked
that the assumptions made during the design stage are correct and the implementations do not
have any serious flaws, since they behaved properly during small scale tests using the lowlee
platform. Therefore, the main goal of the evaluation phase is to compare the performance of
the developed CherryMAC protocols with the existing implementation of CherryRiMAC on
real hardware in different conditions.
The chapter begins with a description of the CherryMote platform and the surrounding infrastructure and tools that allow for conducting experiments on a fleet of CherryMote devices,
including traffic monitoring in low-power wireless networks and result gathering. The next
chapters are dedicated to an overview of the whip6 test application that was used to perform
the evaluation, a description of the computed metrics, conducted tests, and a discussion of
the obtained results.

6.1. CherryMote platform
The CherryMote platform has been developed within the HENI project as a device that is
the most important part of the infrastructure designed for conducting research in the field
of communication protocols aimed for low-power wireless networks. The device is shown in
Figure 6.1. The CherryMote device has the size of a small router. It provides two Ethernet
ports, Wi-Fi, a USB port with a mass storage device, and three LED indicators. When
connected to the Internet, the device logs into the HENI VPN network which is signaled by
the green LED. The VPN network is used to easily manage all CherryMote devices and access
them remotely from any location over SSH [27].
The CherryMote’s hardware side consists of three boards that are shown in Figure 6.2. The
board denoted with A is called a supervisor. Is is an Olimex RTF5350F-OLinuXino [28] single board computer that runs a fork of the OpenWRT [29] operating system developed within
the HENI project. The board on the right side (B), called a node, is a Texas Instruments
CC2650 Evaluation Module Kit [3] that is a node in the low-power wireless network. It runs
whip6 applications using developed CherryMAC protocols. The largest board (C) is called a
CherryMote board and it wires together the supervisor and the node.
The supervisor provides connectivity to the device. It is wired to the Ethernet ports and
uses an internal antenna to access or set up a Wi-Fi network. The board also controls the
node over control lines that allow for uploading a new application onto the CC2650 chip that
is the node’s heart. The supervisor monitors the node’s state by collecting logs printed over
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Figure 6.1: CherryMote device - top and front panel.

Figure 6.2: CherryMote device - printed circuits boards.
serial port lines during a whip6 application execution. The CherryMote board provides the
required power supply to the supervisor and the node, whose state is indicated by the red
LED, and exposes two rows of pins on the back that may be used for accessing different pins
on the node. The yellow LED on the CherryMote board is wired to one of the node’s pins
and may be controlled by software.

6.2. Infrastructure
Evaluation of MAC protocols requires performing many experiments in different conditions,
but in a repeatable way. To obtain the results, additional tools, scripts and a whip6 application
had to be developed to exploit the HENI project infrastructure when programming a fleet of
CherryMote devices and collecting messaging history from the server, and finally, to analyze
the logs.
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6.2.1. Testbed
The HENI project infrastructure, called the testbed, has been developed with low-power
wireless network protocols testing in mind. The system architecture is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: The HENI project infrastructure overview.
Each CherryMote device, once connected to the Internet, tries to log in to the VPN run
by the HENI server. The VPN makes it easier to manage and access the fleet of CherryMote
devices, as it is configured in a way that assigns a static IP address to each device. To run a
whip6 application on a group of CherryMote devices, a testbed user compiles the application
using the whip6 build system. The resulting binary file is then uploaded to the group of
devices using a dedicated tool that allows for executing such operations in a batch. First, the
binary file is sent over SSH to supervisors, which, in turn, use programming lines to load the
program onto the nodes (red arrow). There is no uploading synchronization provided within
the system. Therefore, when writing test applications, this has to be considered.
Once the application is running, a node may communicate with other nodes within its
radio range and prints log messages to the serial port which is wired to the supervisor. The
supervisor reads the data and uploads them to the HENI server (blue arrow). The server
stores logs from each node and they can be accessed by the users after logging into the server.

6.2.2. Workflow
Manual execution of hundreds of different test cases would be a slow, time-consuming, and
error-prone process. Therefore, it was required to automate it and thus setting up a pipeline
that may generate and execute different test cases in a repeatable manner. An overview of
a pipeline developed for the purpose of this thesis is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Experiments pipeline.
A whip6 application implements a general test case that is parameterized using macros
and variables. The former are passed to the whip6 build system in a special specification file,
the latter, in turn, may be just included in the application with #include statements. For a
given set of parameters, like a network topology, or communication parameters, the pipeline
generates the specification file and other files required by the application to compile.
Then, the whip6 build system is run to generate a hex file with the application binary
code. It is automatically uploaded to the devices taking part in a given test. Once it is
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finished, the script waits until all devices that have been programmed completed the run.
After the experiment, all generated logs are downloaded to the local machine and analyzed.
An important feature of the developed pipeline is an ability to generate all possible sets
of parameters, if any parameter was initially passed as a list. The output is then a cartesian
product of all given parameters, and the build system compiles the application for each element
of the product. This feature allows for defining a group of tests cases that cover particular
dimensions of possible parameters, running them automatically on the target fleet, and then
analyzing an influence of given parameters on the MAC protocol performance.
In the evaluation process, terms ‘test case’ and ‘experiment’ refer to a single run that is
associated with a set of application parameters. A term ‘scenario’, in turn, means a group of
experiments that has been defined to test CherryMAC protocols in specific conditions where,
usually, a particular parameter changes gradually to observe its influence on the MAC protocol
performance.

6.3. Test application
A single application has been written to test all CherryMAC protocols and compare their
performance in different scenarios. Thanks to the unified CherryMAC family interface, the
application may be, with some exceptions, a MAC-protocol-implementation-agnostic. The
only cases that require knowledge about selected implementation are initial neighbor scanning
in CherryRiMAC and chaining broadcast frames in CherrySiMAC. These inconveniences may
be hidden behind a better MAC protocol abstraction, which might be developed in the future.

6.3.1. Test case parametrization
The application that is executed during an experiment uses macros and automatically generated data structures during the building stage to configure a MAC protocol and set up testing
conditions. The list of available parameters is as follows:
• experiment identifier,
• wake-up period,
• frame rate,
• frame payload size,
• broadcast chain size limit,
• MAC protocol implementation,
• MAC address type,
• network topology,
• experiment duration,
• total number of frames to send,
• transmission and reception queue size,
• table of devices.
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An experiment identifier is a unique string identifying a particular experiment. It is
created during scenario test cases generation and assigned to the EXPERIMENT_ID macro when
an application is built. The identifier is prepended to each log statement generated by a node.
It tags the records that can be later easily selected from the log database on the HENI server.
A receiver wake-up period is defined by the WAKE_UP_PERIOD macro. It is an integer
denoting an index in the wake-up periods array of CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC configurations. Both implementations have the same values in the arrays. Therefore, a single index
may be used. The CherryBaseMAC implementation, however, does not support changing a
wake-up period and thus, when selected, this parameter is ignored.
A sender frame rate denotes how many frames per second is requested to be sent by the
test application. It is provided as a floating point value, but before compilation the value
is translated to an integer number of milliseconds between sending two consecutive frames,
and assigned to the FRAMES_INTERVAL_MS macro. In this form, it may be directly used as an
argument when scheduling timer events.
The frame payload size parameter is an integer number of bytes assigned to the PAYLOAD_SIZE macro.
The broadcast chain size limit parameter is used only by the CherrySiMAC protocol
and it is an integer stored in the MAX_BC_CHAIN_FRAMES macro. When nodes send broadcast
frames using CherrySiMAC, the frames are grouped in chains and then they are broadcast.
Other implementations ignore this value.
A MAC protocol implementation is selected by defining a macro from the following
list: CHERRY_MAC_SEL_BASE for CherryBaseMAC, CHERRY_MAC_SEL_RI for CherryRiMAC, and
CHERRY_MAC_SEL_SI for CherrySiMAC.
A MAC address type may be changed from the extended to the short type by defining
the CHERRY_MAC_ADDR_SHORT macro.
A network topology is an array containing entries that describes whether a node is a
unicast frame sender, a broadcast frame sender, or a receiver. If a node is chosen to send
unicast frames, the corresponding entry contains also a destination node the sender should
send frames to. The topology is passed to an application using the #include preprocessor
directive that includes automatically generated content of the array. This parameter defines
also the fleet of the devices that take part in the experiment, which is used when uploading
a binary file to nodes.
An experiment duration is passed to the application as the EXPERIMENT_DURATION
macro. It is a duration expressed in seconds.
A total number of frames to send, passed as the FRAMES_COUNT macro, is mutually
exclusive with an experiment duration parameter. Therefore, either FRAMES_COUNT or EXPERIMENT_DURATION can be defined. FRAMES_COUNT is an integer number of frames that the
application will try to send. Once sending all frames has finished, irrespective of the outcome,
an experiment ends.
Each MAC protocol implementation may have transmission and reception queue size
provided by appropriate macros at a compile time. CHERRY_MAC_RX_QUEUE_MAX_SIZE and
CHERRY_MAC_TX_QUEUE_MAX_SIZE values control the capacity of the MAC protocol queues. In
case of CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC, a low size of the transmission queue may significantly influence the rate of sent frames, since the protocols implement radio duty-cycling.
A table of devices is an array containing MAC addresses of all nodes that may take part
in the evaluation process. The table allows for mapping between a single integer value and a
device MAC address. In the test application, nodes may be referenced by using just a single
integer.
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6.3.2. Test application logic
At the beginning, the application logic is the same for all nodes in an experiment. First,
the nodes initialize their radios and find out their identifiers within the experiment. A node
iterates over the table of devices and checks if a given entry contains its MAC address. If
so, the index of that entry becomes its ID. Then, the node reads the entry corresponding to
its ID in a topology description, which, in turn, contains an ID of a potential neighbor. It is
potential, because if the value equals to the ID of the node itself, the node becomes a receiver,
and if the ID equals to the ID of the last entry in the table of devices, the node becomes
a broadcaster. Otherwise, the node will send unicast frames to the node pointed by the ID in
the table. This method of setting up the role in an experiment allows for preparing a single
binary file and controlling the topology in the experiment by modifying a single array.
Once the roles are chosen, each node prints a message containing information that it
booted up. Then, it sets the wake-up period to match the WAKE_UP_PERIOD parameter, and
starts a base timer that fires every second. In the timer event handler, the node checks the
experiment duration and the number of sent frames, and if needed, stops its operation and
prints a final summarizing message to the serial port.
During an experiment, each node maintains a few counters to keep track of the following
statistics:
• the current time of the experiment,
• the cumulative time when the radio is turned on,
• the number of frames issued for sending,
• the number of frames not issued for sending due to lack of space in the transmission
queue,
• the total number of sent frames,
• the total number of delivered frames,
• the total number of outgoing frames failed with the ENOACK error,
• the total number of outgoing frames failed with the ENOROUTE error,
• the total number of outgoing frames failed with the EBUSY error,
• the cumulative latency of delivered frames (the sum of times from calling startSendingFrame to the frameSendingFinished event signal for each delivered frame),
• the total number of received frames,
• the total number of received duplicates.
These values are reported every second as a log message printed to the serial port in the
base timer handler. The messages allows for keeping track of the nodes’ states during the
experiment and for computing metrics of interests (see Section 6.5.1) for each test case.
After the initialization procedure, the application logic depends on the node’s role in the
experiment.
A receiver allocates memory for the number of frames that is equal to the capacity of the
MAC protocol reception queue. Then, the node starts receiving to all these frames. When it
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receives a data frame, the frameReceivingFinished event is signaled, and the node analyzes
the frame, updates statistics, and issues next receiving to the same frame buffer.
A sender, in turn, allocates the memory for the number of frames equal to the maximal
size of the MAC protocol transmission queue. Then, the node starts a dedicated timer that
fires every FRAMES_INTERVAL_MS milliseconds. Each time it fires, the sender checks whether
it can issue a next frame or the MAC protocol sending queue is full. In the latter case, the
node just returns from the handler. In the former, however, it prepares a data frame to be
sent in the following way. The sender maintains a global counter of issued frames and puts
its value as a frame sequence number into the first 4 bytes of the frame’s payload. Therefore,
the PAYLOAD_SIZE parameter must be at least 4. The rest of the payload are random values
that were stored in the memory, but that content is ignored by the application.
For each issued frame, the node stores also the time of sending. When the frameSendingFinished event fires, it returns a frame buffer, then the node takes the stored time of
issuing an operation and subtracts is from the current one. The result is considered as a sending operation latency.
For broadcasters, the frame sending logic is almost the same. It differs only if CherrySiMAC is selected, since it supports broadcast chain sending. In this case, when the node
is a broadcaster and uses CherrySiMAC, each time the sending timer fires, a new frame is
prepared to be sent and the current time is stored as the issuing time. However, the frame
sending is not issued immediately, but when the previous broadcasting ends. Then, the node
builds a broadcast chain that contains up to MAX_BC_CHAIN_FRAMES frames, and issues the
operation to the MAC layer.
All log messages generated during an experiment are preceded by a special tag that includes a unique experiment identifier (EXPERIMENT_ID). It allows for easily grepping all records
from a given experiment in a log file stored on the HENI server.
All time related statistics are kept as a number of 32 KiHz ticks to get a reasonable
resolution and cumulative statistics may be used to easily compute averages. However, as all
nodes report their state every second, it is also possible to track their performance in time.

6.4. Evaluated scenarios
To evaluate the MAC protocol implementations, a small fleet of CherryMote devices has been
used, and different scenarios have been generated to measure the protocol performance in
different conditions.

6.4.1. Experimental setup
A geometry of the experimental setup used during the evaluation is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Experimental setup.
The setup consists of eight CherryMote devices laid out in a line at the same level. The
devices are evenly spaced and the distance between theirs centers is about 0.4 m. To evaluate
MAC protocols, the following devices have been selected: 2aa, 2b1, 2a8, 2ad, 2ac, 048, 041
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and 040. These names are unique identifiers of the nodes, as the short form is derived from
the CherryMote supervisor’s MAC address.
All devices were connected to the Internet over Ethernet cables to guarantee a stable
connection with the HENI server during the experiments.
The devices were placed in the apartment on the windowsill, one meter above the floor.
A node’s radio was programmed to transmit with the default TX power level of 5 dBm and
to use IEEE 802.15.4 channel 26. In the same room there was the Wi-Fi router placed on the
floor directly under device 2b1. Also, as the apartment was placed in a block of flats, there
might be other routers placed behind the walls. However, the estimated Wi-Fi interference
is expected to be low, since, usually, home networks use channel 11, and, at the time of
conducting the experiments, the Wi-Fi network scanner didn’t discover any network using
channel 26.
The evaluation has been performed for the default frame options values, that are defined
in the MAC protocol configurations (see Section 5.4). The values are as follows:
• CherryBaseMAC:
– tx_now = 0,
– tx_retry = 10,
– rx_timeout = 0,
• CherrySiMAC:
– tx_busy = 5,
– tx_noroute = 5,
– tx_noack = 5,
– tx_overtake = 3,
– tx_consider = 10.
• CherryRiMAC:
– tx_noroute = 5,
– tx_noack = 5,
– tx_overtake = 3,
– tx_consider = 10,

6.4.2. Scenario descriptions
The evaluation has been performed in the following scenarios.
Isolated sender-receiver
In this scenario, only two CherryMote devices were used to form an isolated sender-receiver
pair for measuring the baseline performance of available MAC protocols for a range of frame
rates and wake-up periods.
The scenario parameters are as follows:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryBaseMAC, CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC],
• payload size: 4 B,
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• frame rate: [1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz],
• wake-up period: [AL, 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, 7 s],
• topology: {2aa → 2b1 (2aa sends to 2b1), 2b1 (2b1 is a receiver)},
• address type: short,
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• experiment duration: 120 s.
For this set of parameters the pipeline generated 110 different test cases that have been run
on the CherryMotes. For each of CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC, there are 5 × 10 different
cases, for each pair of the frame rate and wake-up period values, and for CherryBaseMAC,
since the wake-up period is ignored, there are only 10 test cases for each value of the frame
rate.
Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes
In this scenario, the same topology is used as in the previous one, but the frame rate and
wake-up period lists are shorter, as we want to compare the performance of the Always Listen
mode and duty-cycled operation, and also since the transmission of a long frame take up to
4.25 ms, there is no need to test high frame rates.
The scenario parameters are as follows:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryBaseMAC, CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC],
• payload size: [4 B, 32 B, 64 B, 96 B],
• frame rate: [1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz],
• wake-up period: [AL, 1 s],
• topology: {2aa → 2b1, 2b1},
• address type: [short, extended],
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• experiment duration: 120 s.
The total number of generated test cases is 160.
Concurrent sender-receiver
The concurrent sender-receiver scenario is almost the same as the first one, but it differs in the
topology. In this scenario there are four sender-receiver pairs within their own radio ranges
that may interfere with each other.
The scenario parameters are as follows:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryBaseMAC, CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC],
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• payload size: 4 B,
• frame rate: [1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz],
• wake-up period: [AL, 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, 7 s],
• topology: {2aa → 2b1, 2a8 → 2ad, 2ac → 048, 041 → 040, 2b1, 2ad, 048, 040},
• address type: short,
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• experiment duration: 120 s.
The total number of generated test cases is 110.
Multiple senders, single receiver
This scenario simulates a situation where a single node has to collect messages from different
senders that are lower in a routing tree. As radio duty-cycling naturally leads to high concurrency during a receiver’s listening window, a range of frame rates tested is kept short and
contains values only up to 10 Hz.
The scenario parameters are as follows:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryBaseMAC, CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC ],
• payload size: 4 B,
• frame rate: [1, 2, 5, 10],
• wake-up period: [AL, 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, 7 s],
• topology – a list of the following sets:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

{2ac → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 048 → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 048 → 2ad, 2b1 → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 048 → 2ad, 2b1 → 2ad, 041 → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 048 → 2ad, 2b1 → 2ad, 041 → 2ad, 2aa → 2ad, 2ad},
{2ac → 2ad, 2a8 → 2ad, 048 → 2ad, 2b1 → 2ad, 041 → 2ad, 2aa → 2ad, 040 → 2ad,
2ad},

• address type: short,
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• experiment duration: 120 s.
The total number of generated test cases is 308. For CherryBaseMAC there are 4 × 7 test
cases (for each pair of frame rate and topology values), and for each CherryRiMAC and
CherrySiMAC, there are 4 × 5 × 7 = 140 test cases. In all experiments, a typical star topology
is used with variable number of senders, which changes from 1 to 7.
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Broadcasting
The evaluation of broadcast frame sending is performed for the following parameters:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryBaseMAC, CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC],
• payload size: 4 B,
• frame rate: [1 Hz, 2 Hz, 3 Hz, 4 Hz, 5 Hz],
• wake-up period: [AL, 1 s],
• topology – a list of the following sets:
– {2ac → fff (2ac is a broadcaster), 2a8, 2ad, 040, 048},
– {2ac → fff, 2b1 → fff, 2a8, 2ad, 040, 048},
– {2ac → fff, 2b1 → fff, 041 → fff, 2a8, 2ad, 040, 048},
– {2ac → fff, 2b1 → fff, 041 → fff, 2aa → fff, 2a8, 2ad, 040, 048},
• maximal length of a broadcast chain: [1, 16],
• address type: short,
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• experiment duration: 120 s.
The total number of generated test cases is 320.
The four different topologies simulate how the presence of other broadcasting nodes in
the radio range influences broadcasting performance. At the beginning, there is only one
broadcaster and in subsequent entries, an extra broadcaster is added. Also, as we do not
expect a high frame rates of broadcast frames, because CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC
broadcast frame sending takes at least the duration of the longest available interval, the list
of frame rates contains values only up to 5 Hz. For CherrySiMAC additional test cases were
generated for all values of the maximal length of a broadcast chain.
Synchronization decay
The last scenario has been designed to test how CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC would
perform in a network where messages are sent ‘very rarely’. The scenario parameters are as
follows:
• MAC protocol type: [CherryRiMAC, CherrySiMAC, CherrySiMAC without LTNS1 ],
• payload size: 4 B,
• frame rate (for good readability presented as list of frame intervals): [10 s, 20 s, 30 s,
40 s, 50 s, 60 s, 70 s, 80 s, 90 s, 100 s, 200 s, 300 s, 400 s, 500 s, 600 s, 700 s, 800 s,
900 s, 1000 s, 2000 s, 3600 s],
• wake-up period: 1 s,
1

Long Term Neighbor Synchronization, see Section 4.3.6
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• topology: {2aa → 2b1, 2a8 → 2ad, 2ac → 048, 041 → 040, 2b1, 2ad, 048, 040},
• address type: short,
• sending queue size: 48,
• reception queue size: 8,
• frames count: 5.
The total number of generated test cases is 57.
In this scenario we gradually increase the duration between two consecutive frames to
send. At the very beginning of each test case, the nodes will exchange their schedule data and
synchronize in pairs. For long intervals between frames, it may happen that a sender and its
receiver will be out of sync and the number of delivered frames will drop. The CherrySiMAC
implementation has been tested in two versions, with and without retransmission window
expansion.

6.5. Evaluation results
In this section, first, the experimental metrics computed for each test case are discussed.
Then, the obtained results for each evaluated scenario are presented.

6.5.1. Experimental metrics
Data gathered from all nodes taking part in an experiment are analyzed to extract the following metrics:
• sender duty cycle,
• receiver duty cycle,
• sent frame rate,
• frame delivery ratio,
• frame delivery failed ratio grouped by error codes:
– EBUSY status,
– ENOACK status,
– ENOROUTE status,
• latency of delivered frames,
• frame reception rate,
• frame duplicate ratio.
Both sender and receiver duty cycles are average values for, respectively, all senders and
receivers in an experiment. To compute the average, the accumulated time that the radios
were powered on is divided by the number of nodes in the corresponding group, times the
duration of an experiment.
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The sent frame rate describes an average number of frames per second sent by a sender
during an experiment. This value can be then compared with the frame rate input parameter,
which driver issuing the sending operations in the test application.
The frame delivery ratio denotes the averaged percent of sent frames, that were delivered
to the intended nodes. The frame delivery failure ratios are analogous to the frame delivery
ratio, but instead of taking into account delivered frames, they counts the numbers of frames
whose sending finished with the EBUSY, ENOACK, or ENOROUTE status codes. These metrics may
help understanding the source of delivery failures: whether there is too high concurrency to
the same nodes or nodes are not synchronized.
The latency of delivered frames allows for understanding how much time it takes to deliver
a frame to a receiver in different conditions. Since a frame latency is defined as the time from
the moment of the start of sending to the time of the signal that frame sending has been
finished, for CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC, the latency should be equal around to a half
of a receivers’ wake-up period. This means that all frames issued within a single wake-up
interval are delivered during a single receiver’s wake-up. For CherryBaseMAC, in turn, we
expect much lower latencies because the protocol does not implement radio duty-cycling and,
during experiments, receivers continuously start receiving operations. However, these values
may be comparable to latencies measured for CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC with the
Always Listen mode turned on. Higher latency values mean that there is probably high
concurrency between senders and some of their frames cannot be delivered and thus have to
be retransmitted.
The frame receiving rate is an average number of frames per second received by a receiver
during an experiment.
The frame duplicate ratio shows what percent of all received frames are duplicates. A MAC
protocol may suffer from a high duplicate ratio if the communication channel is congested,
since it may happen that an ACK frame sent by a receiver is not delivered to a sender, and
the sender thus retransmits the frame, which has been delivered already.

6.5.2. Isolated sender-receiver
In the first scenario, isolated sender and receiver were exchanging frames with different frame
rates and wake-up periods. The scenario result is a baseline showing the level of performance
that can be expected from the MAC protocols in ideal conditions.
In Figure 6.6a, the obtained average sender and receiver duty-cycles are compared for
different wake-up periods. Plots labeled with suffix S are the average duty-cycles of a sender,
and the average duty-cycles of a receiver end with suffix R.
As expected, receiver’s duty-cycle for CherryBaseMAC is 100%, as the node keeps listening for frames. The same situation is for CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC, when the Always
Listen mode is turned on. In this case, we can observe also that both duty-cycled implementations, behave almost the same as CherryBaseMAC. CherrySiMAC has a little higher radio
duty-cycle probably because its transmission logic includes start-of-transmission randomization as well as CSMA-CA stage and it performs extra operations on a data frame before a
transmission.
In the CherrySiMAC sender’s duty-cycle plot for Always Listen mode there is one outlier
point at the frame rate of 200 Hz. During this test case, despite multiple repetitioning,
CherrySiMAC behaved weirdly and its transmission queue got stuck each time. However,
after moving beyond this point the node operated normally as well as it worked well for other
wake-up periods. This may have to be further investigated.
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Both CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC duty-cycles are similar when the Always Listen
mode is off for the frame rates up to 200 Hz (excluding the CherrySiMAC outlier point).
Moreover, as shown in Figure 6.6b, their latencies are close to the half of the wake-up
period duration, which suggests it is likely that all frames in the transmission queue are sent
during a single receiver wake-up.
In Figure 6.7a, in turn, it is shown that CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC delivery ratio
is, in most cases, equal 100%, and for duty-cycled operation they meet the limit of sent
frame rates, about 100 Hz for 1 s wake-up period and about 10 Hz for 5 s and 7 s wakeup periods. Finally, as presented in Figure 6.7b, both implementations keep a low ratio of
received duplicates, but CherryRiMAC operates a bit worse here.
For high frame rates (above 500 Hz), however, the CherryRiMAC performance dramatically degrade (see Figure 6.7a), where CherrySiMAC, in turn, starts to work with a 100%
duty-cycle and reduces its latency below 200 ms (see Figure 6.6b).
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(a) duty-cycle

(b) latency

Figure 6.6: Isolated sender-receiver results
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(a) delivery ratio and sent sent frame rate

(b) duplicate ratio and frame reception rate

Figure 6.7: Isolated sender-receiver results
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6.5.3. Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes
In this scenario, an isolated sender-receiver pair were exchanging MAC frames, whose payload
was varied from 4B to 96B. Both the short and extended MAC address types were used during
the experiments.
The average sender and receiver radio duty cycle is shown in Figure 6.8. The duty cycle
plots, when the Always Listen mode is enabled, have the same characteristics as in the previous
scenario. CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC follow the performance of CherryBaseMAC, and
when the payload size parameter increase, all three implementations have the sender radio
duty cycle increased.
In this scenario, the same problem with the CherrySiMAC implementation is visible. It
can be noticed that with an increasing size of the payload, the point of reduced performance
moves to the lower frame rates, which suggests timing issues in the Always Listen mode.
For radio duty-cycled operation, CherrySiMAC works in a full range of the frames rate,
but for higher payloads the sender and receiver duty cycle increases faster. CherryRiMAC,
in turn, reaches the radio duty-cycle limit of about 4% for all payload sizes.
The latency of delivered frames is presented in Figure 6.9. For nodes operating in the
Always Listen mode, the average latency increases along with the increasing payload size by
few milliseconds for frame rates up to 50 Hz. For higher rates, the latency increases because
frames are buffered in the transmission queue, as sending of a full MAC frame takes about
4 ms, and the rate of 200 Hz corresponds to a 5 ms period. Therefore, the MAC protocol
does not keep up with transmitting frames on-the-fly.
The latency for duty-cycled operation decreases for CherrySiMAC along with the increasing frame rate. In these plots, it also visible that CherryRiMAC quickly reaches its limit,
as its latency increases to about 10 s for even for low frame rates. As shown in Figure 6.10,
CherryRiMAC sent frames rate drops below 10 Hz.
Figure 6.11 presents the duplicate ratio and received frame rate metrics. CherrySiMAC
works well almost in all cases, except for the situation with the Always Listen mode mentioned
at the beginning. It keeps the duplicate ratio about zero for all wake-up periods and payload
sizes. For CherryBaseMAC and CherryRiMAC, there is a notable increase in the duplicate
ratio, which suggests that receiver ACK frames are often not received by senders.
Figure 6.12 presents the latencies for different payload sizes as well as different types of
MAC addresses. There is a visible tendency that frames with a higher payload size result in
higher latency, and also, usually, frames with the extended MAC address type have a higher
latency than frames with the same payload size and the short MAC address type.
For the Always Listen mode, there is a visible increase in latency due to frame buffering
in the transmission queues. An interesting fact is that, for middle-size frames, CherrySiMAC
seems to have a lower latency at high frame rates than for frames with a lower number of
payload bytes.
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Figure 6.8: Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes: duty-cycle.
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Figure 6.9: Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes: latency.
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Figure 6.10: Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes: delivery ratio and sent frame
rate.
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Figure 6.11: Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes: duplicate ratio and frame
reception rate.
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Figure 6.12: Isolated sender-receiver with different payload sizes: influence of payload size on average latency of delivered frames.
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6.5.4. Concurrent sender-receiver
In this scenario, four sender-receiver pairs were sending messages with the same application
parameters as in the isolated case. The sender and receiver radio duty cycle plots are shown
in Figure 6.13a.
In the concurrent case, we can observe results similar to the isolated case. For continuous
listening, the sender duty cycle reaches almost 100% for the frame rate of 100 Hz, where in
the isolated case the same result occurred for 500 Hz. Likewise, CherrySiMAC has notably
higher values of the sender radio duty-cycle. This is caused probably by its aggressive characteristics, as the protocol tries to deliver a data frame using many retransmission attempts.
CherryRiMAC radio duty-cycle plots are similar for all wake-up periods. The radio duty-cycle
value increases with the frequency of issued frames, and, as in the isolated case, drops for
high frame rates.
The average latency of delivered frames is shown in Figure 6.13b. For the Always Listen
mode turned on, the latency stays below 10 ms for frame rates up to 50 Hz. Beyond that
point, the latency notably increases (to about 400 ms for CherryBaseMAC and 100 ms for
CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC) because of the congested medium. For wake-up periods
from 1 s to 7 s, both CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC have their average latency of the
half of the corresponding wake-up period for the lowest frame rates and, as the parameter
increases, the latency increases almost twice, which means that many frames are not sent
on the first attempt. For CherryRiMAC, we can also observe degraded performance for the
highest values of frame rate.
The delivery ratio and sent frame rate results are shown in Figure 6.14a. For continuous
listening, we observe that CherryRiMAC has problems with a frame delivery, and it has been
checked that all undelivered frames finished with the NOACK status, which suggests that there
were many transmissions ongoing, but the problem occurs also for small frame rates, like
5 Hz. For such a small value the congestion should not be a problem. Therefore, this a topic
for separate investigations as well as the observed behavior of CherrySiMAC with the Always
Listen mode turned on for a high frame rates.
It can be noticed that in the concurrent environment all MAC protocols have lower limits
of sent frame rate. In the isolated case, the rate rises up to 500 Hz, whereas in this case, due
to the congested medium, frames can be sent with the average frequency of about 100 Hz in
the Always Listen mode and from 20 Hz to 50 Hz in the duty-cycled regime for CherrySiMAC.
Figure 6.14b presents the duplicate ratio and received frame rate results. The duplicate
ratio plots show an important drawback of CherrySiMAC. In the concurrent environment, it
may generate a lot of duplicates, that currently have to be filtered by the higher-level software.
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(a) duty cycle

(b) latency

Figure 6.13: Concurrent sender-receiver results.
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(a) delivery ratio and sent frame rate

(b) duplicates ratio and frame reception rate

Figure 6.14: Concurrent sender-receiver results.
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6.5.5. Multiple senders, single receiver
In this scenario, a variable number of senders were sending frames to a single receiver. The
sender and receiver average radio duty cycles are presented in Figure 6.15.
The duty-cycle is plotted with respect to the number of senders taking part in the experiment. The results for different frame rates are organized in columns.
For continuous listening, as expected, the receiver duty cycle is 100% and the sender dutycycle stays almost at the same level for a given frame rate. However, there are few outliers
for CherrySiMAC and CherryRiMAC and these test cases should be verified experimentally
again. In the duty-cycled mode, CherrySiMAC has significantly higher values of the radio
duty cycle than CherryRiMAC, and the tendency is similar across all frame rates. This is
because the sender and receiver duty cycle increases with the number of senders as they have
to deal with higher concurrency and perform many retransmissions. CherryRiMAC, in turn,
behaves differently. Its duty-cycle values decrease with the number of concurrent senders,
which suggests an issue with handling multiple senders by a one receiver.
The average latency of delivered frames is shown in Figure 6.16. For almost all test cases
with the Always Listen mode turned on, the average latency is below 10 ms and does not
change significantly with the increasing number of senders.
For duty-cycled operation, the latency generally increases along with the frame rate and
the number of senders. For CherrySiMAC, however, there is a tendency (for wake-up periods
of 3 s, 5 s, and 7 s) that the latency initially increases and then stays at the same level or
slightly decreases. For CherryRiMAC, the average latency quickly rises to the value of tens of
seconds as a receiver cannot manage multiple senders and they are failing to deliver a frame
5 times (as the initial value of CherryRiMAC tx_noack frame option is 5). Therefore, the
observed latency is equal to 5 times the wake-up period in the test case.
Figure 6.17 presents the delivery ratio and rate of sent frames.
The obtained results indicate that the CherrySiMAC performance is generally satisfactory
as its delivery ratio stays about 100% and its sent frame rates hits the limit for the longest
wake-up period and the highest issued frame rate, respectively. However, this is a consequence
of the high concurrency within a single receiver listening window.
In contrast, for CherryRiMAC, the results show clearly that the protocol fails to deliver
frames. Its sent frames rate also drops since a frame stays in the transmission queue for a
long time before returning to the application with the NOACK status.
Figure 6.18 presents the duplicate ratios along with the rate of received frames. For
continuous listening, the duplicate ratio is mostly around zero, with exceptions in test cases,
which should be investigated again. Also, as expected, the number of received frames increases
linearly with the number of senders.
For duty-cycled operation, again, CherrySiMAC presents its weak point: a high number
of received duplicates, which may increase to 80%. This, in turn, influences the received
frame rate, which, event for low frame rates, reaches more than 100 frames per second.
CherryRiMAC indicates a low number of duplicates and a a low received frame rates, as the
senders are not able to deliver any message, which was discussed previously.
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Figure 6.15: Multiple senders, single receiver: duty cycle.

Figure 6.16: Multiple senders, single receiver: latency.
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Figure 6.17: Multiple senders, single receiver: delivery ratio and sent frame rate.

Figure 6.18: Multiple senders, single receiver: duplicate ratio and frame reception rate.
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6.5.6. Broadcasting
Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 present the sender and receiver radio duty-cycle in the broadcasting scenario. The increasing number of broadcasters is depicted as columns from top to
bottom.
The sender radio duty-cycle is equal to 100% for all test cases for CherryRiMAC and
CherrySiMAC, when there is only a single broadcaster, which is the expected outcome, as these
implementations broadcast frames continuously for a constant time to cover all possible wakeup periods available in their configurations. However, for multiple broadcasters, CherrySiMAC
sender duty-cycle is notably lower, as the protocol implements the contending broadcasts
suppression mechanism. As CherryBaseMAC broadcast frame transmission logic is the same
as for unicast one, except for ACK frame listening, the radio duty-cycle is comparable to the
result the protocol obtained for isolated sender-receiver scenario.
The receiver radio duty-cycle results (see Figure 6.20) show that for continuous listening
CherryBaseMAC and CherryRiMAC duty-cycle is 100%, but for CherrySiMAC it drops below
1%. This is also an expected outcome, as for CherrySiMAC the radio goes to sleep after
receiving all frames in a broadcast chain. However, for multiple broadcasters, it seems to
be harder to collect multiple full broadcast chains and go to sleep early, which manifests as
higher duty cycles.
For a 1 s wake-up period, CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC operate with a duty-cycle
below 1%, and the latter reduces its duty-cycle to 0.03% for single broadcast frames. For a
broadcast chain of length 16, CherrySiMAC performance varies, as the receiver is in the range
of many broadcasters.
The average latency of delivered frames in shown in Figure 6.21.
For CherryBaseMAC, the latency is the same as for unicast frames transmission. For
CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC (for broadcast chain length equal to 1) the latency is about
60 s, which is the result of their broadcasting logic (constant time broadcasting) and frame
buffering in the transmission queue. When CherrySiMAC sends 16 frames in a broadcast
chain, the latency decreases about three times. The latency of broadcast frames does not
depend on a wake-up period.
Figure 6.22 presents the delivery ratio and sent frames rate.
As all evaluated protocols implements best-effort broadcasting, the delivery ratio is equal
100%, except for CherrySiMAC, which additionally features broadcasts suppression mechanism and if there are many contending broadcasters for a long time, their broadcasts end with
the EBUSY status. The sent frame rates for CherryBaseMAC follow unicast frame transmission
characteristics. For CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC, the sent frames rate is constant.
In Figure 6.23 the duplicate ratio and received frames rate results are presented. As
before, CherryBaseMAC follows the unicast transmission characteristics. For CherryRiMAC
and CherrySiMAC, in turn, we can observe that duplicate ratio is often higher than 50%,
especially for the former. However, the received frame rate is, in most cases, below 10 Hz.
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Figure 6.19: Broadcasting: sender duty cycle.
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Figure 6.20: Broadcasting: receiver duty cycle.
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Figure 6.21: Broadcasting: latency.
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Figure 6.22: Broadcasting: delivery ratio and sent frame rate.
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Figure 6.23: Broadcasting: duplicate ratio and frame reception rate.
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6.5.7. Synchronization decay
In this scenario 4 sender-receiver pairs were exchanging frames with an increasing time interval
between two consecutive data frames. The average delivery ratio and average extra radio time
usage were measured as the function of the frame interval. The extra radio time usage is the
time required to deliver a data frame when a sender already knows a receiver’s schedule. It
describes properly the extra energy consumed for frame retransmissions. The obtained results
are presented in Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.24: Synchronization decay: average delivery ratio and average extra radio usage
time.
CherrySiMAC performed well for all frame interval values, as its delivery ratio never
dropped below 100%. The extra radio usage time required to deliver a frame increases gradually. At the beginning, it is below 4 ms and rises up to 50 ms. The extra time is slightly
greater with the LTNS turned on, as the moment of starting a transmission happens earlier
due to the retransmission window expansion. With the LTNS turned off, some nodes went
out of sync after about 1000 s, which corresponds approximately to 5 × 230 s, and 5 is a half
of the initial value of the frame retransmission counter and 230 s is a “very rare” event scale
(see Section 5.12).
CherryRiMAC, in turn, stopped performing well after about 200 s, which is near the
estimated “very rare” event time scale. The extra radio usage time confirms that the protocol
does not perform any neighbor schedule adjustment to catch the receiver initial frame and
once timers go off by about the time of the frame transmission the delivery ratio dramatically
decreases.
It is also important to note that the experiments were conducted in a controlled environment in a flat and all CherryMote devices were exposed to the same external conditions, like
the same constant temperature and slowly changing humidity. As the environmental conditions may have a strong influence on clock drift, the estimated value should be considered as
a best-case value. For more diverse environmental conditions, like different temperatures for
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different nodes, synchronization decay may happen much faster, but this can also be measured
experimentally in the future.

6.6. Conclusions
In conclusion, the overall performance of the designed sender-initiated protocol seems to be
well suited for low-power wireless networks where low and medium congestion is expected.
CherrySiMAC offers low latency transmissions when frames are sent to the devices operating
in the Always Listen mode, a low radio duty cycle, and a long period in which nodes stay synchronized thanks to incorporating into its design phase awareness and retransmission window
expansion.
The current implementation also works well in an environment where many transmission
are expected to the same destination node. Exploiting radio hardware support to perform
the CSMA-CA procedure allows for detecting a busy communication channel and avoid frame
collisions. However, it should be taken into consideration that the aggressive characteristics of
CherrySiMAC causes a significant increase of both the sender and receiver radio duty cycles,
thereby reducing a node’s battery life: as shown in Section 6.5.5, the sender radio duty cycle
may easily increase above 10%. However, there is also space for improvement, as another
radio mode may be used or an extra sleep time between retransmissions may be introduced.
In all test cases, CherrySiMAC stayed responsive, but there were a few test cases where
degraded performance has been observed. They have to be investigated deeper in the future.
A high number of received duplicates is another weak point of the current implementation
of CherrySiMAC. In most cases, the duplicates are received due to high concurrency during a
single receiver’s listening window. Therefore, computationally-lightweight software filter may
be incorporated into the MAC protocol to reduce the number of received duplicates.
CherrySiMAC is not yet a production-ready MAC protocol, but it has been tested for a
wide range of environmental and communication parameters. In comparison to CherryRiMAC
implementation, it performs better, especially in the concurrent environments, because CherryRiMAC lacks collision detection. However, CherryRiMAC seems to have a lower baseline
radio duty cycle, which means it consumes less energy.
Nevertheless, the CherrySiMAC implementation is a better choice for applications where
frames are expected to be sent with intervals greater than 230 s, as CherryRiMAC delivery
ratio drops in such conditions (see Section 6.5.7).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work
The goal of this thesis was to implement and evaluate a robust link layer for low-power wireless
network protocols stacks. The solution should guarantee a reliable and low-latency communication between nodes in a network for possibly wide ranges of node density and network
traffic levels, but having additional constraint of limited energy consumption. The MAC protocol should also provide a functionality of frame broadcasting and a special listening mode
in which the protocol may increase its performance at the expense of energy consumption, as
in some deployments, edge devices are connected to a thetherd power supply.

7.1. Contributions summarized
The main contributions of the thesis are as follows.
First, a new sender-initiated MAC protocol, called CherrySiMAC, has been designed and
implemented. It exploits static-topology characteristics to implement a so-called phase awareness that allows for reducing both sender and receiver radio duty cycle, thereby decreasing
energy consumption. The protocol provides also additional features, like the special listening
mode, in which the radio is kept turned on, and a possibility of sending broadcast frames that
may be grouped in to a chain to increase the amount of data broadcast at once in a network.
Second, the thesis provides a design and implementation of a simple MAC protocol, called
CherryBaseMAC, which was meant as a baseline for the evaluation of different MAC protocols.
The protocol does not implement any special features and provides just medium access control.
Third, as the aforementioned MAC protocols have been implemented in the whip6 operating system, which already contained the implementation of the CherryRiMAC protocol, a
common unified interface for the CherryMAC family of MAC protocol has been introduced.
The interface allows for selecting a specific implementation of a MAC protocol at compile
time by just defining an appropriate macro. In effect, an application logic may stay the same
while the user can switch between different MAC protocols.
Fourth, all three protocols, CherrySiMAC, CherryBaseMAC and CherryRiMAC, have
been preliminary evaluated in multiple scenarios for a wide range of different variables that
controlled the network topology as well as communication parameters. The obtained results showed the CherrySiMAC implementation may provide reliable and low-latency communication in various environments. Its radio duty cycle is usually slightly higher than in
CherryRiMAC case, but this is a tradeoff between a low energy consumption and reliable
communication, as the latter often requires performing many retransmissions, especially in
highly congested environments, where, for CherryRiMAC, in turn, the high degradation of
performance has been observed.
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Beside the aforementioned main contributions, during this work other minor one have
been done.
A low-level experimental equipment (lowlee) has been designed and implemented. The
lowlee is a general tool for code execution tracking on multiple CherryMote devices. The tool
allowed for automating tests of the CherrySiMAC and CherryBaseMAC implementations,
debugging their code, capturing high-frequency events on a CPU, or even observing interprocessor communication. The lowlee may be successfully used in other hardware projects.
During the development and evaluation stages of the CherrySiMAC protocol, two bugs
in the whip6 operating system have been found, from which one of them was fixed and the
second has been reported.
Along with the introduction of the unified CherryMAC interface, a few changes were
also required in the existing implementation of CherryRiMAC, which were described in Section 5.14.

7.2. Future work
The evaluation has shown that CherrySiMAC perform well in conditions that may occur in
static low-power wireless networks. However, the process allowed also for discovering the
protocol downsides and determine the directions of future work.
First, a few test cases and their conditions should be investigated deeper to understand
the cause of the degraded performance only in these particular cases.
As the HENI project has a testbed consisting of 950 CherryMote devices, a real-world test
case should be performed to evaluate CherrySiMAC in practical applications, like using it as
the layer for the HENI routing protocol.
From the implementation side, CherrySiMAC should implement also a computationallylightweight duplicate filter, because, as the evaluation has shown (see Section 6.5.5), a receiver
often receives a large number of duplicated frames during a single listening window, when
nodes operate in a congested environment.
Another important optimization that may be done is reduction of radio usage between
frame retransmissions, since currently CherrySiMAC waits the channel to be free with the
radio turned on. The second energy optimization that definitely should be considered is the
reduction of a receiver’s data frame listening time, as currently the node listens for incoming
frames for about 14 ms. The improvement may require using proprietary mode of the TI
CC2650 chip radio, which can raise an interrupt for each chunk of received data, without the
need for waiting for the entire frame.
To improve the performance, usage of the chip’s other hardware support may be considered, like automatic MAC address filtering or automated frame sending using built-in
transmission queues.
Nevertheless, despite the space for possible further improvements, the current version of
CherrySiMAC performs well and as the evaluation process has shown, may adapt to different
conditions, as it may send data frames with high frequencies, conserve energy exploiting radio
duty-cycling operation and stay synchronized with neighbors for at least an hour. Moreover,
it can provide reliable transmission since in most test cases its delivery ratio is about 100%.
I am strongly convinced that CherrySiMAC is currently the best performing MAC protocol
in the whip6 operating system and it is ready for further applications in the HENI project.
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Appendix A

Low-level experiments equipment
A low-level experiments equipment (lowlee) is a useful tool for high-speed code execution
tracking on multiple CherryMote devices. A signal registered from all devices is synchronized
with an internal trigger, and the timing of inter-processor communication can thus be easily
analyzed. The trigger allows also for synchronizing the code execution itself. Therefore, many
CherryMotes may boot up exactly at the same time.
The lowlee platform was designed and built entirely for the purpose of this work, but
it may be applied in many different projects. During the development stage it helped in
automating tests of CherryMAC protocols implementations, verifying timing constants and
measuring node clock drifts. In this section, the hardware part is described, as the software
part has been discussed earlier in Section 5.13.2.
The lowlee platform consists of multiple CherryMotes that are devices under tests, running
a target whip6 application, the same number of eight channel logic analyzers and a triggering device based on a popular STM32 Nucleo F411RE development board [30]. A diagram
representing connections between the devices is shown in Figure A.1, and a working setup is
depicted in Figure A.2.

Figure A.1: A low-level experiments equipment - hardware connections.
The trigger and logic analyzers are connected to a PC over the USB interface. To reduce
the number of occupied ports on the PC side, a USB hub may be used.
Each CherryMote device has a dedicated logic analyzer, whose eight digital channels are
connected to the additional pins exposed on the back of the CherryMote board. The pinout
description is shown in Figure A.3.
Signals D0-7 are channels of a logic analyzer whose state is recorded during an experiment.
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Figure A.2: Low-level experiments equipment - working setup.
These pins are allocated by the AnalyzerLinesPub component described in Section 5.13.2.
It is important that channel D7 is used also to synchronize all logic analyzers (see the orange
line in Figure A.1). Therefore, it is not recommended to use this line during the first and the
last 100 ms of the experiment. The NODE TRIG line is connected directly to the triggering device and it is used by the ExternalAsyncTriggerLinePub and ExternalSyncTriggerLinePub
components to synchronize application execution with an external signal. The GND line is an
electric ground.
The signal registered from multiple independent logic analyzers, even synchronized at the
beginning, would not be useful in foreseeable applications, like tracking the coincidence of
different events on many chips, since as it was mentioned in Section 4.3.3, for all devices
the clock drift phenomenon appears. The problem is even more difficult if the devices used
in experiments are the cheapest available on the market and come probably from different
production series. An exemplary logic analyzer used in the experimental setup is shown in
Figure A.4.
During the lowlee platform development, the following experiment has been conducted.
The trigger was toggling the state of one channel on all logic analyzers in the same time every
second. After synchronizing the initial pulse, it turned out that after two minutes of the
experiment the difference in the registered time between the logic analyzers was about 29 ms,
which means the difference of 240 us on every second of measurements, and it is about 8 ticks
of the 32 KiHz timer that is used as the main timer in CherryRiMAC and CherrySiMAC. Such
a result would not seem to be practical for the planned applications, like tracking messaging
events between nodes in a network.
To overcome the clock drift issue, the following idea has been applied. As it was mentioned
before, the trigger uses channel D7 to send a synchronization pulse during the first 100 ms
and at the end of an experiment. If we assume that the change of logic analyzers’ clocks
frequencies is negligible during an experiment, we get that it is enough to just rescale a
timeline of each logic analyzer, and this is what the two synchronization pulses on channel D7
are used for. At the end of an experiment, the script reads all recorded waveforms, computes
a scaling factor for each logic analyzer in a way that the pulses are at the same moments, and
joins the waveforms into a single file. After such a time alignment operation, the recorded
waveforms perfectly match and the moments of inter-processor communication are clearly
visible in gathered results as shown, for example, in Figure 5.23.
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Figure A.3: The CherryMote board pinout description: logic analyzer lines.

Figure A.4: An inexpensive logic analyzer available on the market.
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Appendix B

Clock drift measurements
The CherrySiMAC design utilizes the fact that, after an initial schedule data exchange, a
sender and a receiver are tightly-coupled in time. However, as discussed in Section 4.3.3, in
a long run, clock drift causes their timers, even if synchronized at the beginning, to display
significantly different values.
Clock drift is important if nodes exchange frames with each other ‘very rarely’, because
they may lose track of each others’ clock. As stated in Section 4.3.6, we would say that
message passing is ‘very rare’ when the time uncertainty in terms of a node’s timer ticks is
comparable to the longest MAC frame transmission duration, which is 140 ticks. To estimate
the time in which the uncertainty will arise to that level we need to find the rate of clock drift
for a group of nodes. To find a time scale, when we can think about ‘very rarely’ events in
the CherrySiMAC context more specifically, the following experiment has been conducted.
Four CherryMote devices connected to the lowlee platform were running a program the
using 32 KiHz timer that fires every 32768 ticks, which is 1 s. In the timer handler, each node
was toggling one output connected to its logic analyzer. To limit the number of data recorded
during the experiment, the logic analyzers’ capture rate was set to 50 kHz. Therefore, the
measurement error in the time domain was 20 us.
As the nodes had been programmed, and their start synchronized, they were running for
about 13 minutes to get the estimates more reliable. The result of this experiment is shown
in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: The results of the clock drift experiment.
The figure presents two parts of the captured waveforms from four CherryMote devices,
at time t1 = 3.683 s (left) and time t2 = 765.074 s (right). It can be observed that, at the
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beginning, the differences in toggling times were in the range of the measurement error, and
thus negligible. However, at time t2 , the difference between the first and the last line state
transition is 13.98 ms. These values allow for computing a rate ∆0 , that says how fast the
uncertainty window expands in time, which is:
13.98 ms
≈ 18.36 × 10−6
(B.1)
765.074 s − 3.6835 s
The result means that after 1 s we can expect that the difference between two CherryMote
clocks will increase by 18.36 us. As a single 32 KiHz tick, q32 KiHz , lasts about 30.5 us, the
ratio between q32 KiHz and ∆0 , r, is equal:
∆0 =

r=

30.5 us
≈ 1.66 s
18.36 × 10−6

(B.2)

This means it is enough to wait 1.66 s to have the uncertainty window increased by a single
32 KiHz tick. Therefore, if we take the duration of the longest MAC frame transmission (140
ticks), it turns out, we get a such wide window after, 140 × 1.66 s ≈ 233 s. This duration may
be taken as an estimate of a time scale of ‘very rare’ events. Therefore, the DESYNC_SCALE
parameter in CherrySiMAC configuration is set to 230 s.
The influence of clock drift on delivery ratio is visible in the results of the synchronization
decay scenario (see Section 6.5.7). As CherryRiMAC does not implement any retransmission
window mechanism, like in CherrySiMAC, when the frame interval approaches the estimated
‘very rare’ events scale, the delivery ratio significantly drops. For CherrySiMAC, with longterm neighbor synchronization turned off, the drop is visible after an almost five times longer
time, which corresponds to the half of the initial value of the retransmission counter.
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